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Pezizomycotina mitochondrial tyrosyl-tRNA synthetases (mtTyrRS) are 

bifunctional, with the ability to splice group I introns in addition to catalyzing 

aminoacylation. Work done with the Neurospora crassa mtTyrRS (CYT-18 protein) 

showed that it promotes splicing by binding and stabilizing the conserved catalytically 

active structure of the intron RNA. To interact with intron RNA, Pezizomycotina 

mtTyrRSs evolved a new intron-binding surface via structural adaptations on the side of 

the catalytic domain opposite that which binds tRNATyr. To examine the variability of 

these adaptations and intron-binding surface differences between Pezizomycotina 

mtTyrRSs, I solved the structures of C-terminally truncated C. posadasii and A. nidulans 

mtTyrRSs. Comparison of these structures to CYT-18 revealed differences in some of the 

Pezizomycotina specific adaptations that are important for stabilizing key tertiary 

interactions required for group I intron folding. These studies highlight variations that 

likely affect intron-RNA binding and potentially splicing and also help define regions for 

therapeutic intervention. 
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While my and previous studies have provided information on the N-terminal 

adaptations and intron-binding interactions, little information is available about the C-

terminal domain (CTD) interactions. I conducted small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), 

binding and splicing assays to further elucidate the domain arrangements of full length 

CYT-18 and contributions of the CTDs to splicing. My results suggest a model in which 

free CYT-18 exists in an extended conformation in solution, and upon binding intron 

RNA, forms a compact structure with both CTDs clamping down onto the RNA. These 

studies also revealed that the mtTyrRS CTDs have high non-specific binding affinity, 

which may have facilitated the evolution of the RNA splicing activity in Pezizomycotina 

mtTyrRSs.  

Finally, to further investigate the evolution of splicing activity by Pezizomycotina 

mtTyrRSs, which likely occurred during or after its divergence from Saccharomycotina, I 

studied bioinformatically reconstructed ancestral mtTyrRSs from the two fungal 

subphylums. These studies suggest that the common ancestor of the two subphylums may 

have been capable of non-specifically binding nucleic acid. My research suggests an 

evolutionary scenario in which an initial non-specific interaction between a self-splicing 

intron and an ancestral mtTyrRS led to the dependence of the intron on the mtTyrRS for 

splicing.  
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Chapter 1: Overview of group I introns and their splicing factors 

1.1 Introduction to group I introns 

Splicing is a crucial RNA processing mechanism that removes non-coding 

sequences (introns) that interrupt coding sequences (exons) from precursor RNA 

transcripts. Introns are categorized into four distinct classes based on splicing mechanism 

and structure: group I introns, group II introns, nuclear tRNA and/or archaeal introns and 

spliceosomal introns (Belfort et al., 2002; Lambowitz and Belfort, 1993). Group I introns 

are an extensively studied class of introns and were the first RNAs demonstrated to have 

catalytic abilities in the absence of protein (Kruger et al., 1982). Group I and group II 

introns are termed ‘ribozymes’, as they are capable of catalyzing their self-splicing from 

RNA transcripts by folding into a conserved and catalytically active tertiary structure. 

While some group I introns can self-splice efficiently in vitro, most are dependent on 

protein co-factors to promote folding of the catalytic RNA for efficient splicing in vivo 

(Lambowitz and Perlman, 1990). Group I introns and their cofactors, therefore, provide a 

useful model system in which to examine the evolution of self-splicing catalytic RNAs 

into protein dependent catalytic RNAs (RNPzymes) and the evolution of host proteins to 

function in intron splicing.   

Group I introns, the subject of this dissertation, are generally small RNAs that 

vary in size from 250-500 nucleotides not including insertion elements (Cannone et al., 

2002; Haugen et al., 2005). They are primarily found in rRNA, tRNA and mRNA genes 

in organellar genomes, the nuclear rRNA genes of eukaryotic microorganisms, and in 

bacteria, bacteriophages and viruses. Approximately 90% of currently known group I 
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introns are found in fungi, plants and red and green algae. Only a few group I introns 

have been found in animals and none have as yet been found in archaea (Cannone et al., 

2002; Haugen et al., 2005). Group I introns are further divided into five subgroups based 

on sequence conservation of core domains and variations in secondary structure elements 

(IA, IB, IC, ID and IE) (Lehnert et al., 1996; Michel and Westhof, 1990; Suh et al., 

1999). 

1.1.1 Group I intron structure and splicing mechanism 

Though group I introns vary significantly in sequence, they share a conserved 

tertiary structure that is crucial for catalysis (Michel and Westhof, 1990). This conserved 

structure consists of ten paired helices (P1-P10) that are either capped by single stranded 

loops (L) or connected by junctions (J) (Figure 1.1A) (Burke et al., 1987; Davies et al., 

1982; Michel et al., 1982). In addition to these 10 helices, group I introns have additional 

peripheral helices that branch out from the intron core stabilizing the core structure by 

making long range tertiary interactions. These peripheral helices are variable between 

different group I intron subclasses and range in size with some even containing open 

reading frames that encode proteins.  

The conserved catalytic core of group I introns comprises two helical RNA 

domains, a scaffolding P4-P6 domain (P5, P4, P6 and P6a) and a catalytic P3-P9 domain 

(P8, P3, P7 and P9). These domains fold together with the P3-P9 domain wrapped around 

the P4-P6 domain to form the active site cleft which binds the splice sites and a 

guanosine co-factor (G) (Figure 1.1B) (Golden et al., 1998; Michel and Westhof, 1990). 

Studies conducted on a group I intron ribozyme from Tetrahymena thermophila provided 
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insight into the order of folding events the intron RNA undergoes for formation of the 

active RNA structure (Laggerbauer et al., 1994; Zarrinkar and Williamson, 1994). These 

studies revealed that the P4-P6 domain forms first, followed by the slower packing of the 

P3-P7 domain, and then finally the formation of tertiary interactions that stabilize the two 

domains (Laggerbauer et al., 1994; Zarrinkar and Williamson, 1994). A substrate domain 

consisting of P1-P2 is docked near the active site at the P3-P9 domain.  This substrate 

domain contains the 5’ splice site in the P1 helix, which is recognized by base-pairing 

interactions between the exon and the intron’s internal guide sequence (IGS). The precise 

5’ splice site is marked by a conserved G-U wobble pair (Figure 1.1A). The 3’ splice site 

is found on helix P10, which forms after the first step of splicing by base-pairing of the 3’ 

exon with the intron. The precise 3’ splice site is marked by a conserved guanosine called 

omega G (ωG) (Adams et al., 2004; Davies et al., 1982; Michel and Westhof, 1990).  

The splicing mechanism of group I introns consists of two transesterification 

reactions involving an exogenous guanosine co-factor, coordinated metal ions and 

conformational rearrangements (Cech, 1990; Vicens and Cech, 2006). In the first step of 

splicing, an exogenous guanosine binds at the G-binding site in P7 and performs a 

nucleophilic attack on the 5’ splice site (Figure 1.2). This results in the covalent 

attachment of the guanosine to the 5’ end of the intron and cleavage of the 5’ exon from 

the intron. The intron then undergoes a conformational rearrangement that replaces the 5’ 

intron terminus at the G-binding site with the 3’ splice site ωG. The now free 3’ OH of 

the 5’ exon attacks the 3’ splice site with the ωG serving as the leaving group. This 
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reaction, which is the reverse of the first splicing step, results in ligation of the exons 

(Figure 1.2). 

1.1.2 Group I intron co-factors 

While some group I introns are self-splicing in vitro, catalyzing their own excision 

from mRNA transcripts, most are reliant on or enhanced by protein co-factors in vivo 

(Lambowitz and Perlman, 1990). These protein co-factors facilitate splicing by helping 

the intron fold into its catalytically active structure and therefore do not directly 

participate in the splicing reaction. Some group I introns encode their own protein co-

factors, referred to as maturases, while others have co-opted host encoded proteins to 

function as splicing co-factors. Intron-encoded maturases are generally derived from 

intron-encoded homing endonucleases (Lambowitz and Perlman, 1990). These homing 

endonucleases are site-specific DNA endonucleases that promote intron mobility by 

recognizing and cleaving specific DNA target sites to allow for intron insertion double-

strand break repair recombination (Belfort and Perlman, 1995; Dujon, 1989). By contrast, 

host-encoded splicing factors correspond to or are derived from a variety of cellular 

proteins that participate in a diverse array of processes with many being pre-existing 

RNA binding proteins (Dujon, 1989; Haugen et al., 2005; Lambowitz and Perlman, 

1990).  

Some host-encoded proteins function as RNA chaperones in the cell and assist 

splicing by binding non-specifically to misfolded introns and helping them fold. 

Examples of these include CYT-19 from Neurospora crassa and its Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae homolog, Mss116, which are RNA helicases that function as RNA chaperones 
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to facilitate splicing of group I and group II introns (Huang et al., 2005; Mohr et al., 

2002). The E. coli ribosomal protein S12 and the StpA RNA chaperone also facilitate 

intron splicing of bacteriophage T4 group I introns by acting as RNA chaperones 

(Coetzee et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 1995). Other protein co-factors promote splicing by 

binding specifically to capture or nucleate the active tertiary structure of group I introns. 

The nuclear encoded protein CBP2 of S. cerevisiae, assists splicing by capture of the 

active tertiary RNA structure (Webb et al., 2001). Other protein intron co-factors function 

in cellular processes distinct from RNA folding and have evolved a role in intron splicing 

while maintaining their primary function. Some well-studied examples include the N. 

crassa mitochondrial tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase (mtTyrRS) and the S. cerevisiae 

mitochondrial leucyl-tRNA synthetase (mtLeuRS), which are both involved in the 

splicing of mitochondrial, group I introns (Akins and Lambowitz, 1987; Labouesse, 

1990). In this dissertation, I studied splicing capable mitochondrial mtTyrRSs to gain 

insight into the evolution of self-splicing group I introns into protein-dependent introns. 

Bifunctional mtTyrRSs also provide a good model system in which to study the 

acquisition of additional functions by essential enzymes that face strong evolutionary 

constraints.  

1.2 Bifunctional mitochondrial tyrosyl-tRNA synthetases 

Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRSs) catalyze an early step in protein synthesis, the 

ligation of amino acids onto the appropriate tRNA. Fungal mtTyrRS are class I 

aminoacyl tRNA synthetases that participate in the translation of crucial mitochondrial 

genes that are components of the oxidative phosphorylation system (Christian and 
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Spremulli, 2012; Konovalova and Tyynismaa, 2013). MtTyrRSs are encoded in the 

nucleus and then imported into the mitochondria where they add L-tyrosine onto tRNATyr 

using a two-step mechanism. First the enzymes activate the amino acid using ATP to 

produce a tyrosyl-adenylate intermediate, which stays bound in the active site. Next the 

activated amino acid is attached to the appropriate tRNA molecule (Bonnefond et al., 

2005a).  

1.2.1 Mitochondrial tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase structure 

All tyrosyl-tRNA synthetases share a common N-terminal nucleotide binding 

catalytic domain, which consists of a Rossmann fold (Eriani et al., 1990). This catalytic 

domain is followed by domains, which varies between bacteria, archaea and eukaryotes 

(Figure 1.3A) (Bonnefond et al., 2005a; Wolf et al., 1999). MtTyrRSs share homology to 

bacterial TyrRSs rather than their cytosolic counterparts, which is consistent with 

mtTyrRSs having a bacterial origin. In bacterial and mtTyrRSs, the catalytic domain is 

followed by an intermediate α-helical domain, which is connected by a flexible linker to 

an RNA binding C-terminal domain. The α-helical domain consists of five helices while 

the C-terminal domain has a fold similar to the bacterial ribosomal protein S4 (Guijarro et 

al., 2002; Wolf et al., 1999). In eukaryotic and archaeal TyrRSs the α-helical and C-

terminal domains are replaced with a domain that shares structural homology to the 

tryptophanyl-tRNA synthetase C-terminal domain (C-Y/W). Some eukaryotic TyrRSs 

also have additional domains following the C-Y/W domain that participate in functions 

aside from aminoacylation (Wolf et al., 1999). The functional bacterial and mtTyrRS 
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enzymes are homodimers. The enzyme dimerizes along its N-terminal domains (catalytic 

and α-helical domains, denoted together as NTDs) with the C-terminal domains (CTDs) 

connected by the linker at opposite ends of the protein (Figure 1.3B) (Bonnefond et al., 

2005a; Brick and Blow, 1987). 

1.2.2 MtTyrRS binding of tRNA 

The TyrRS homodimer binds one tRNA molecule asymmetrically across two subunits 

(Carter et al., 1986). The nucleotide-binding domain of one subunit binds the tRNA 

acceptor arm while the intermediate α-helical region and the C-terminal domain of the 

other subunit interact with the tRNA’s variable and anticodon arms. TyrRSs differs from 

other class I aaRSs in that they interact with tRNA in a similar manner to class II aaRSs 

(Carter et al., 1986; Yaremchuk et al., 2002). The typical class I aaRS approaches tRNA 

from the minor groove of the acceptor system and the 3’-end of the tRNA must be 

distorted in order to enter the active site. By contrast, the TyrRS enzymes approach the 

tRNA from the variable arm and major groove side of the acceptor stem and therefore 

don’t require distortion of the tRNA acceptor stem for aminoacylation (Carter et al., 

1986; Jakes and Fersht, 1975; Yaremchuk et al., 2002).  

An interesting feature of the tyrosylation system is the inability of bacterial enzymes 

and eukaryotic/archaeal enzymes to cross-aminoacylate cognate tRNAs. This feature is 

linked to the N1-N72 base pair, an identity element of tRNATyr, which is C1-G72 in 

eukaryotic and archael tRNATyr and G1-C72 in bacterial and mitochondrial tRNATyr 

(Quinn et al., 1995). The bacterial and mitochondrial enzymes also interact with other 

tRNATyr identity elements such as the A73 base and anticodon residues differently 
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(Kobayashi et al., 2003). This aminoacylation barrier has been advantageous for 

expanding the bacterial genetic code (Kobayashi et al., 2003). While it was previously 

hypothesized that N. crassa mtTyrRS splices intron RNAs by recognizing common 

structural elements between tRNAs and the group I intron core (Akins and Lambowitz, 

1987; Caprara et al., 1996a; Myers et al., 2002), structural and biochemical studies show 

the mtTyrRS protein binds introns differently from tRNA (Paukstelis et al., 2005, 2008).   

1.3 Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs facilitate splicing of group I introns 

Interestingly, the mtTyrRSs from the fungal subphylum Pezizomycotina not only 

aminoacylate mitochondrial tRNATyr but have also adapted to function in mitochondrial 

group I intron splicing by binding intron RNA and helping the intron fold into the 

catalytically active RNA structure (Caprara et al., 1996b; Guo and Lambowitz, 1992). 

The best studied of these bifunctional enzymes is the mtTyrRS enzyme from Neurospora 

crassa, encoded by the nuclear gene cyt-18. The CYT-18 protein was first identified as a 

splicing cofactor in a screen for splicing deficient mutants (Mannella et al. 1979). CYT-

18 functions in the splicing of three mitochondrial group I introns in N. crassa: the 

mitochondrial large subunit rRNA intron (Nc mt LSU), the NADH dehydrogenase intron 

1 (Nc ND1m) and apocytochrome b intron 2 (cob-I2) (Akins and Lambowitz, 1987; 

Collins and Lambowitz, 1985; Mannella et al., 1979; Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). 

While most splicing co-factors promote splicing of one or a few group I introns, CYT-18 

is capable of splicing diverse introns from multiple species and various group I intron 

subclasses (Guo and Lambowitz, 1992). Thus, CYT-18 has been demonstrated to 

function in the splicing of the bacteriophage T4 td group I intron, a Tetrahymena 
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ribozyme lacking the P5abc element and the mt LSU group I intron from other fungal 

species (Mohr et al., 1992, 1994; Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). Splicing assays 

further revealed the ability of mtTyrRSs from Coccidioides posadasii, Histoplasma 

capsulatum, Aspergillus nidulans and Podospora anserina to splice group I introns in 

vitro (Kämper et al., 1992; Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008).  

Knowledge of how Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS facilitate splicing has been gained 

primarily from work done on N. crassa CYT-18. In vitro biochemical assays show that 

CYT-18 recognizes conserved structural features of the group I intron core and assists 

splicing by binding opposite and stabilizing the catalytic core (Guo and Lambowitz, 

1992; Mohr et al., 1992). RNA-footprinting experiments of CYT-18 with its cognate 

substrates the Nc mt LSU and ND1m introns, showed that CYT-18 binds opposite the 

active site cleft. CYT-18 interacts with the two core RNA domains primarily via 

phosphodiester backbone contacts. These interactions are predominantly with the P4-P6 

domain with some interactions with the P3-P9 domain (Caprara et al., 1996a, 1996b). 

Further biochemical and genetic assays suggested a model in which CYT-18 binds first to 

the P4-P6 domain, helping it fold, and then makes additional contacts with the P3-P9 

domain, orienting the two domains together (Guo and Lambowitz, 1992; Saldanha et al., 

1996). Mutagenesis studies of CYT-18 showed that regions required for group I intron 

splicing  overlap those required for tRNATyr binding (Kittle et al., 1991). Inhibition assays 

also showed that intron RNA and tRNATyr compete for overlapping binding regions (Guo 

and Lambowitz, 1992). It was, therefore, previously speculated that CYT-18 evolved a 

role in splicing using the tRNATyr binding surface to recognize tRNA-like features in 
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group I introns (Akins and Lambowitz, 1987; Caprara et al., 1996a; Myers et al., 2002). 

However, probing the specific interactions between CYT-18 and intron RNA using 

biochemical and structural methods revealed that CYT-18 interacts with intron RNA in a 

different manner than tRNATyr (Paukstelis et al., 2005, 2008)  

1.4 Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs have evolved a distinct intron binding surface 

A 4.5 Å co-crystal structure of a splicing capable C-terminally truncated CYT-18 

protein (CYT-18 NTDs) bound to a bacteriophage group I intron (Twort orf142-12) 

showed that CYT-18 has evolved a distinct intron binding surface that is almost 180o 

from the tRNAtyr binding surface (Figure 1.4A) (Paukstelis et al., 2008). The intron-

binding surface observed in the co-crystal structure includes structural features 

characteristic to Pezizomycotina fungi. Thus far, only the mtTyrRSs from 

Pezizomycotina have been found to facilitate group I intron splicing, which suggested 

they have additional features that enable splicing. A comparison of CYT-18 to bacterial 

TyrRSs revealed these features to be additional sequence insertions that are absent in 

bacterial enzymes. These structural elements include an α-helical N-terminal extension 

(H0) and five small insertions (Ins 1-Ins 5) (Figure 1.4B). The H0 extension, Ins 1 and 

Ins 2 are found on the N-terminal domain and are seen in the co-crystal structure of CYT-

18 NTDs bound to Twort (CYT-18 NTDs + Twort) as being part of the intron-binding 

surface (Figure 1.5) (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008; Paukstelis et al., 2008). These 

insertions interact directly with the intron, which is consistent with genetic and 

biochemical studies showing these three insertions are required for splicing (Cherniack et 

al., 1990; Mohr et al., 2001; Paukstelis et al., 2005). The H0 extension, Ins 1 and Ins 2 of 
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subunit B (H0-B, Ins 1-B and Ins 2-B) are seen in the co-crystal structure to interact with 

the Twort intron RNA. The H0 extension of subunit B interacts with P7 (guanosine 

binding site), Ins 1 is docked into the minor groove of P6/P6a and Ins 2 interacts with the 

minor groove of P9 (Figure 1.5) (Paukstelis et al., 2008). 

Binding of CYT-18 to intron RNA facilitates splicing by making contacts to 

orient the two intron RNA domains into the catalytically active conformation. In the 

absence of CYT-18, the Nc mt LSU and ND1m introns lack appreciable tertiary structure 

even at high Mg2+ concentrations (Caprara et al., 1996b). CYT-18 first interacts with P4-

P6 by binding three main regions. The protein binds in the minor groove at the P4-P6 

junction, in the minor groove of P6-P6a, and in the minor groove of P5. Biochemical 

studies indicate that further contacts are then made between CYT-18 and P3-P9 to help 

orient the two domains (Caprara et al., 1996b; Myers et al., 2002; Saldanha et al., 1996). 

A number of important tertiary interactions help determine the relative orientation of the 

P4-P6 and P3-P9 domains: J3/4 (the junction sequence connecting P3 and P4) nucleotide 

triple in the minor groove of P6, the J6/7 nucleotide triple in the major groove of P4, the 

docking of P3 in the J6/6a minor groove and the interaction between the L9 tetraloop and 

P5 minor groove (Adams et al., 2004; Golden et al., 2005; Guo et al., 2004). The CYT-18 

NTDs + Twort co-crystal structure suggests that CYT-18 binds in position to stabilize or 

promote all four of these tertiary interactions. The H0 extension and Ins 1 of one subunit 

(H0-B and Ins 1-B in Figure 1.5) interacts with the J3/4 nucleotide triple region. The H0-

B, by interacting with the guanosine binding site (P7), and CYT-18 core residues are also 

potentially stabilizing the J6/7 nucleotide triple interaction (Paukstelis et al., 2008). These 
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findings are consistent with genetic assays that show that CYT-18 suppresses mutations 

that disrupt the J3/4 and J6/7 nucleotide triple interactions as well as base-pair disruption 

at P7 (Mohr et al., 1992). The docking of Ins 1-B at the minor groove of P6/P6a may help 

orient P3, therefore, promoting the P3-P6/6a interaction. Finally Ins 2-B, which binds in 

the minor groove of P9, likely stabilizes the P9 tetraloop-P5 interaction. These structural 

adaptations of CYT-18 are in key positions to stabilize important long-range tertiary 

interactions and help position the RNA domains. 

Sequence alignments showed that Pezizomycotina fungi share the H0 extension 

and five insertions, as well as a C-terminal extension of variable sequence and length (13-

152 aa) (Figure 1.4B) (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). Of the insertions, Ins 4 and Ins 

5 are the most highly conserved, followed by H0 and Ins 1; conversely Ins 3 and Ins 2 are 

poorly conserved.  Splicing assays of CYT-18 and the mtTyrRSs of C. posadasii (Cp 

mtTyrRS), H. capsulatum (Hc mtTyrRS) and A. nidulans (An mtTyrRS) indicate that 

each enzyme can splice their respective introns but have varied activity to introns from 

other species (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). These results suggest that each enzyme 

may have co-evolved to optimally splice cognate group I introns.  

1.5 Studies of the CTD of Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS  

Thus far, structural studies of Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs have focused sepaerately 

on the N-terminal domains (the catalytic and α-helical domains, together referred to as 

the NTDs) and C-terminal domain (RNA binding domain, CTD). This is due to 

difficulties crystallizing full-length TyrRSs (Brick and Blow, 1987; Kobayashi et al., 

2003; Paukstelis et al., 2005; Qiu et al., 2001). Structures of C-terminally truncated CYT-
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18 (CYT-18 NTDs) alone and the CYT-18 NTDs bound to the Twort group I intron 

(CYT-18 NTDs + Twort) provided insight into the NTD interactions with intron RNA 

(Paukstelis et al., 2005, 2008). However, little information is available on the orientation 

and interactions of the CTD with intron RNA.  

Recently, an NMR structure of the A. nidulans mtTyrRS CTD has provided the 

first information on the structure of a Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS CTD and its insertions 

(Figure 1.6A) (Paukstelis et al., 2011). The An mtTyrRS CTD shares the ribosomal 

protein S4-like fold found in the CTDs of bacterial TyrRS. This S4-like fold consists of 

two helices (α2 and α3) packed against five β sheets. The An mtTyrRS CTD also has 

additional features, which include the Pezizomycotina specific insertions (Ins 3-5) and an 

α-helical bundle (α1 and α4) (Figure 1.6). Ins 3, which is variable in length in different 

Pezizomycotina species, was found to be an expansion of the linker connecting the NTD 

and CTD. In the isolated A. nidulans CTD construct, Ins 3 appears to be quite flexible but 

may be restrained in the full-length mtTyrRS protein. Ins 4 is an expanded loop, Ins 5 is 

two small helices and the short C-terminal extension of A. nidulans (8 residues) is a 

flexible tail. The α-helical bundle, which is also specific to the Pezizomycotina 

mtTyrRSs, consists of two helices (α1 and α4) that are not present or are extremely short 

in bacterial enzymes (Figure 1.6B). This α-helical bundle is observed in a model of the 

An CTD bound to tRNATyr to be close to the distal end of the variable arm and may 

contribute to recognition of Pezizomycotina mt tRNATyr (Paukstelis et al., 2011).  

A number of biochemical and genetic experiments have revealed that the CTD of 

CYT-18 contributes to binding of intron RNA, and is required by some introns for 
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splicing. The Nc mt LSU exhibits a strict requirement for the CTD of CYT-18 for 

splicing while other introns tested displayed substantial splicing in the presence of the 

CYT-18 lacking the CTD (Chen et al., 2004; Mohr et al., 2001). A model of mtTyrRS 

CTD interactions with intron RNA was made using the A. nidulans CTD structure and 

site-directed hydroxyl-radical cleavage sites to place the CTDs near intron RNA 

(Paukstelis et al., 2011).  This biochemical model proposes that both CTDs of the 

mtTyrRS homodimer are oriented towards and potentially interact with different ends of 

the intron RNA. If so, the CTD of one subunit must make a large shift from one binding 

surface to the other via a flexible linker depending on whether it is interacting with 

tRNATyr or intron RNA (Paukstelis et al., 2011).  

Interestingly, splicing assays of CYT-18 and truncation mutants indicate that 

CYT-18 uses different sets of interactions to promote the splicing of different group I 

introns (Mohr et al., 2001). The H0 extension is required for splicing of the Nc ND1m 

intron but not for the splicing the Nc mt LSU intron. The Nc ND1m intron, however, did 

not require the CTD of CYT-18 for splicing, unlike the Nc mt LSU intron (Mohr et al., 

2001). While both these introns shared some hydroxyl-radical cleavage sites from 

positions in the CTD, the Nc mt LSU intron has more cleavage sites then the Nc ND1m 

intron, suggesting more extensive interactions (Myers et al., 2002). The requirement of 

different interactions by different group I introns suggests that CYT-18 compensates for 

different mutations or structural defects in these introns (Mohr et al., 2001).   
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1.6 Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases and their propensity for ‘moonlighting’  

Interestingly, Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs and the S. cerevisiae leucyl-tRNA 

synthetase are not the only aaRSs that exhibit bifunctional capabilities. Though aaRSs 

play a vital role in protein synthesis, many of these proteins or paralogs have been found 

to function to various cellular processes (Guo et al., 2010; Smirnova et al., 2012). These 

include cytokine-like activity, tRNA import into the mitochondria, cell signaling, RNA 

splicing, and as regulators translation, transcription, angiogenesis and apoptosis. Non-

canonical functions of various aaRSs are listed in Table 1.1. Under apoptotic conditions, 

the cytosolic TyrRS of insects and vertebrates, which has an extended C-terminal 

domain, is cleaved by extracellular proteases to release N-terminal and C-terminal 

fragments with chemotractant and cytokine properties (Wakasugi and Schimmel, 1999). 

Mammalian TrpRSs have an N-terminal extension which when removed in an 

alternatively spliced TrpRS enables the protein to block angiogenesis (Otani et al., 2002). 

This alternatively spliced protein can be further processed into a smaller TrpRS that has 

even higher anti-angiogenic activity. Human GlnRS forms a complex with apoptosis 

signal-regulating kinase 1 (ASK1) and represses its kinase activity therefore acting as a 

direct inhibitor of apoptosis in the presence of glutamine (Ko et al., 2001). In S. 

cerevisiae, the mitochondrial LysRS is involved in import of a nuclear encoded tRNALys 

into the mitochondria (Herbert et al., 1988; Smirnova et al., 2012).  

A number of these recently evolved additional functions, particularly in eukaryotes, 

are associated with the gain of extra domains and insertions (Wolf et al., 1999). The 

functional diversity of aaRSs may reflect that they are an ancient class of enzymes that 
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were available for adaptation for alternative functions as well as their ability to interact 

with nucleic acids and smaller substrates, such as amino acids and nucleotides. With the 

numerous roles of multiple aaRSs in humans, it is not surprising to find that they are 

associated with a number of diseases due to defects in not only their primary function but 

also defects in their alternative roles (Park et al., 2008).  

1.7 Overview of dissertation research 

This dissertation comprises three main focus areas, which overall seek to further 

elucidate the intron-binding interactions of Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs. Specifically, these 

studies aim to shed light on (1) the variation of intron binding surfaces between different 

Pezizomycotina fungi; (2) the arrangement and contribution of the CTDs to splicing; and 

(3) the evolution of a new RNA binding surface by an essential enzyme.  

First, to further investigate differences between Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs, I 

determined the structures of C-terminally truncated mtTyrRS from the pathogenic fungus 

C. posadasii (Cp NTDs) and non-pathogenic A. nidulans (An NTDs) and S. cerevisiae 

(Sc NTDs) fungi using X-ray crystallography. These structural studies showed 

differences in some of the Pezizomycotina-specific insertions that likely affect intron 

RNA binding and also help define regions for therapeutic intervention.  

The second part of this dissertation examines rearrangements of full-length mtTyrRS 

protein upon binding group I intron substrates, with an emphasis on investigating the 

orientations of the CTDs in the mtTyrRS homodimer. These structural changes were 

examined using small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and confirmed that upon binding 

intron RNA, at least one CTD must undergo a large conformational shift from the tRNA 
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binding side to the intron RNA binding side. They also demonstrated that upon intron 

binding, both the CTDs move inward clamping down onto the intron RNA substrate 

forming a compact protein-RNA complex. To further examine the binding contributions 

and specificity of the CYT-18 CTD, I conducted various biochemical assays on the 

individual domains of CYT-18 and the S. cerevisiae mtTyrRS (Sc mtTyrRS). These 

assays showed that the C-terminal domain of mtTyrRS is a non-specific binding domain, 

a property that may have played a role in the evolution of its new RNA binding surface.  

Finally, in collaboration with Dr. Eric Gaucher at Georgia Tech., I examined 

reconstructed ancestral tyrosyl-tRNA synthetases from different fungal lineages. I built 

models of these ancestral proteins to gain insight into the evolution of an electrostatic 

surface favorable for RNA binding and then used biochemical methods to characterize 

these proteins splicing abilities.  
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Table 1.1 Non-canonical functions of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases. 

 Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases have been found to function in numerous roles 
aside from their traditional role in protein synthesis. Table adapted from (Smirnova et al., 
2012). 
 

 

 

 

AARSs Organism Non-canonical Function Reference 

AlaRS E. coli 
Higher plants (Tabacco) 

Transcription regulation 
Mitochondrial tRNA import 

(Putney and Schimmel, 1981) 
(Dietrich et al., 1996) 

GlyRS S. cerevisiae Transcription termination (Magrath and Hyman, 1999) 

GlnRS H. sapiens Apoptosis regulation (Ko et al., 2001) 

Glu-
ProRS H. sapiens Transcription regulation (Jia et al., 2008) 

IleRS Various organisms Cleavage of glycosidic bond (Koontz and Schimmel, 1979) 

LeuRS S. cerevisiae  Mitochondrial group I intron splicing (Herbert et al., 1988) 

LysRS 

H. sapiens 
Mammals 

E. coli 
Various organisms 

S. cerevisiae 

Cytokine 
Retrovirus particle assembly 

DNA replication 
Diadenosine oligophosphate synthesis 

Mitochondrial tRNA import 

(Kepp et al., 2010) 
(Cen et al., 2001) 
(Mirande, 1991) 

(Blanquet et al., 1983) 
(Tarassov et al., 1995) 

MetRS 
E. coli 

S. cerevisiae 
Mammals 

Homocysteine thiolactone synthesis 
Homocysteine thiolactone synthesis 

rRNA synthesis 

(Jakubowski, 1990) 
(Jakubowski, 1991) 

(Ko et al., 2002) 

SerRS D. rerio 
Mammals 

Angiogenesis regulation 
Transcription regulation 

(Kawahara and Stainier, 2009) 
(Kisselev and Wolfson, 1994) 

TyrRS 

Higher eukaryotes 
H. sapiens 

Various organisms 
Pezizomycotina fungi 

Cytokine 
Angiogenesis regulation 

Nuclear tRNA export 
Mitochondrial group I intron splicing 

(Wakasugi and Schimmel, 1999) 
(Wakasugi et al., 2002) 

(Azad et al., 2001) 
(Akins and Lambowitz, 1987) 

ThrRS E. coli Translation regulation (Moine et al., 1990) 

TrpRS 
Mammals 

D. melanogaster 
Higher eukaryotes 

Angiogenesis regulation 
Signal Transduction 
γ-phosphate cleavage 

(Otani et al., 2002) 
(Seshaiah and Andrew, 1999) 

(Kovaleva et al., 1988) 
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Figure 1.1: Group I intron structure.  

 The conserved (A) secondary structure of group I introns consists of 10 paired 
helices (P1-P10) that are connected by junctions or capped by loops. The conserved 
catalytic core of group I introns comprises two helical RNA domains called P4-P6 
(coaxial stacking of P5, P4, P6 and P6a) and P3-P9 (coaxial stacking of P8, P3, P7 and 
P9) that are oriented together to form the active site cleft. The 5’exon is shown in red 
with the splice site indicated by the conserved G!U wobble pair. The 3’exon is shown in 
blue with the splice site indicated by the ωG. The guanosine binding site is found on the 
P7 helix and is indicated with an orange hexagon. (Vicens and Cech, 2006). (B) A ribbon 
representation of the bacteriophage Twort orf 142-I2 shows the orientation of the two 
RNA domains with the P4-P6 indicated in orange and the P3-P9 domain, which is 
wrapped around the P4-P6 domain, indicated in cyan. Twort ribozyme PDB ID: 1Y0Q 
(Golden et al., 2005).  
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Figure 1.2: Group I intron splicing mechanism. 
 

The splicing mechanism of group I introns involves the attack of the 5’splice site 
by an exogenous guanosine (G, orange) which results in its addition to the 5’terminus of 
the intron. Next, there is conformation rearrangement that replaces the 5’terminus of the 
intron with the ωG of the intron 3’terminus. The now free hydroxyl group (3’ end of the 
5’exon) attacks the ωG resulting in cleavage of the intron and ligation of the exons. 
Adapted from (Hougland et al., 2005) 
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Figure 1.3: Domain architecture of TyrRS enzymes from the different domains of life.  

 All tyrosyl-tRNA synthetases have a core N-terminal nucleotide binding catalytic 
domain. This catalytic domain is followed by other domains, which differ between TyrRs 
in different domain of life. MtTyrRSs share domain architecture with bacterial TyrRSs. 
MtTyrRSs have a mitochondrial targeting sequence (MT) at the N-terminus and, like 
bacterial TyrRSs, have an intermediate α-helical domain and S4-like domain following 
the catalytic domain. Eukaryotic and archaeal TyrRSs have a domain that shares 
structural homology to the tryptophanyl-tRNA synthetase C-terminal domain (C-Y/W) 
following their catalytic domain. Some TyrRSs also have additional N-terminal (Nt) and 
C-terminal (Extra-Ct) motifs or domains. Adapted from Bonnefond et al., 2005. (B) 
Schematic of the TyrRS homodimer indicating that the protein dimerizes along the N-
terminal domains with the C-terminal domains connected via a flexible linker at opposite 
ends. The S4-like domain is here referred to as the RNA-binding domain. 
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Figure 1.4: Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS RNA binding sites and domain architecture. 
                 

Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs interact with intron RNA and tRNA using different 
binding surfaces on opposite sides of the protein. (A) The co-crystal structure of C-
terminally truncated CYT-18 (CYT-18 NTDs) bound to the Twort ribozyme (PDB 
ID:2RKJ, Paukstelis et al., 2008) with the tRNATyr molecule modeled on by alignment to 
the structure of T. thermophilus bound to tRNATyr (PDB ID: 1H3E, (Yaremchuk et al., 
2002). (B) Domain architecture of Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs with regions that are 
conserved with bacterial enzymes indicated in black. The mitochondrial targeting 
sequence (MT) is shown in yellow, the Pezizomycotina-specific insertions are colored 
magenta and the C-terminal extension is colored blue.  
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Figure 1.5: CYT-18 interactions with the intron RNA core.  
 

The Pezizomycotina insertions (magenta) of one subunit of CYT-18 (subunit B), 
interact directly with intron RNA as shown in the CYT-18 NTDs + Twort crystal 
structure (PDB ID: 2RKJ) (Paukstelis et al., 2008). The P4-P6 and P3-P9 RNA domains 
of the Twort group I intron core are highlighted in orange and cyan, respectively. 
Adapted from Paukstelis et al., 2008.  
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Figure 1.6: Structure of a Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS C-terminal domain. 

 The structure of the C-terminal domain (CTD) of the A. nidulans mtTyrRS (PDB 
ID: 2KTL, Paukstelis et al., 2011) confirmed the presence of an S4-like fold. (A) The 
structure shows the Pezizomycotina-specific insertions highlighted in magenta and 
indicate that insertion 3 (Ins 3) is an expansion of the linker between the mtTyrRS 
domains, insertion 4 (Ins 4) is an expanded loop and insertion 5 (Ins 5) consists of two 
tandem helices. (B) Superpositioning of the A. nidulans CTD with that of G. 
stearothermophilus  (PDB ID: 1JH3, (Guijarro et al., 2002)) indicates the presence of two 
small helices (α1 and α4) referred to as the α-helical bundle, shown enclosed in orange.  
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Chapter 2: Structural Comparison of Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs 

2.1 Introduction 

The Pezizomycotina fungal subphylum consists of filamentous ascomycetes and 

has many species of medical and commercial importance (Spatafora et al., 2006). 

Previous biochemical studies showed splicing activity for five Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs 

from Neurospora crassa, Podospora anserina, Aspergillus nidulans, Coccidioides 

posadasii and Histoplasma capsulatum (Akins and Lambowitz, 1987; Kämper et al., 

1992; Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). Splicing activity correlates with the presence of 

Pezizomycotina-specific insertions and is likely shared by most members of this 

subphylum (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). Splicing assays revealed that although the 

mtTyrRSs from A. nidulans (An mtTyrRS), C. posadasii (Cp mtTyrRS) and H. 

capsulatum (Hc mtTyrRS) are homologous to CYT-18, they display differences in 

splicing capabilities and optimally spliced their cognate introns. In addition, these assays 

showed that some group I introns could be spliced by all five mtTyrRSs tested, while 

other introns could only be spliced by a subset of mtTyrRSs (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 

2008).  

The N. crassa NADH dehydrogenase subunit 1 (Nc ND1m) intron was the most 

permissive intron tested. It was spliced by all mtTyrRSs tested at two temperatures (30° 

and 37°C) and under two salt conditions (the standard CYT-18 condition at 100 mM 

KCl/5 mM MgCl2 and a lower salt concentration for less stringent binding at 25 mM 

KCl/5 mM MgCl2). In contrast, the N. crassa mitochondrial large subunit rRNA (Nc mt 

LSU) was spliced efficiently only by CYT-18. The mt LSU introns from A. nidulans (An 
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mt LSU), C. posadasii (Cp mt LSU) and H. capsulatum (Hc mt LSU) were spliced at 

variable levels by different mtTyrRSs and in some cases at cryptic sites (Paukstelis and 

Lambowitz, 2008). These assays showed that mtTyrRSs can splice their cognate group I 

introns but exhibit variable ability to splice introns from other species. This suggests the 

possibility that the mtTyrRS have co-evolved with their cognate introns for more efficient 

splicing which may be reflected in differences in intron-binding interactions. CYT-18 

followed by An mtTyrRS were observed to be the most versatile group I intron co-factors 

amongst the mtTyrRs (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). Therefore, comparative studies 

of mtTyrRSs may shed light on features that enable CYT-18 and other Pezizomycotina 

mtTyrRSs to splice different group I introns. 

To examine how the intron-binding surface is altered in different Pezizomycotina 

mtTyrRSs, I attempted to crystallize and solve the structures of C-terminally truncated 

An, Cp and Hc mtTyrRSs. I also set out to crystallize and solve the structure of a 

representative mtTyrRS from the Saccharomycotina subphylum, the Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae mtTyrRS (Sc mtTyrRS), to enable the comparison between splicing capable 

Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs and a non-splicing Saccharomycotina homolog. Initial 

attempts to crystallize full length Cp and An mtTyrRSs resulted in either no crystals or 

crystals of a single domain alone due to degradation of the full-length mtTyrRS into N- 

and C-terminal domains. Work from other groups and experience with crystallizing CYT-

18 in our laboratory, led to the creation of An, Cp and Sc mtTyrRS constructs that lack 

the C-terminal domain (Brick and Blow, 1987; Kobayashi et al., 2005; Paukstelis et al., 

2005; Qiu et al., 2001). CYT-18 lacking the CTD is still capable of binding and splicing 
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the Nc ND1m intron and derivations of the Sc mt LSU intron, which have mutations that 

make them dependent on CYT-18 (Chen et al., 2004; Mohr et al., 2001). The NTDs 

contains three insertions that interact with intron RNA and are required for splicing: the 

H0 extension, insertion 1 and insertion 2 (Figure 2.1A) (Cherniack et al., 1990; Paukstelis 

et al., 2005). Thus structural studies of the NTD were expected to provide valuable 

information about the intron-binding surfaces of splicing and non-splicing mtTyrRSs,  

In addition to information about the mechanics of intron binding and splicing, 

structural studies of Pezizomycotina mtTyrRs could also provide information for rational 

drug design of fungal therapeutics. Two human pathogens whose mtTyrRSs are capable 

of splicing are C. posadasii and H. capsulatum, the causative agents of 

coccidioidomycosis and histoplasmosis, respectively. Both are respiratory diseases with 

infections ranging from mild (asymptomatic) to life threatening, particularly in 

immunocompromised individuals (Wheat, 2009). In addition, A. nidulans, whose 

mtTyrRS also has been shown to have group I intron splicing activity, serves as a model 

organism for pathogenic aspergillus species. Splicing in Pezizomycotina mitochondria by 

mtTyrRSs is important, as these fungi are obligate aerobes that require splicing of group I 

introns from essential mitochondrial genes. The intron-binding surface of Pezizomycotina 

mtTyrRSs presents a unique interaction region that is not present in human cytosolic and 

mitochondrial TyrRSs (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). Thus, targeting the mtTyrRS-

intron RNA interaction in fungal species to prevent splicing without disrupting 

aminoacylation activity of human TyrRS enzymes is a possible therapeutic strategy.   
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2.2 Crystallization and data collection of fungal mtTyrRSs 

The An, Cp, Hc and Sc mtTyrRS constructs used here for crystallography lack the 

mitochondrial targeting sequence (MT) and are truncated after the N-terminal domain 

(catalytic and α-helical domain, NTDs). The Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS constructs, thus 

contain the H0 extension, insertion 1 (Ins 1) and 2 (Ins 2) but lack insertions 3-5 (Ins 3-5) 

(Figure 2.1A). The Sc mtTyrRS protein has additional sequence in the region of the H0 

extension and Ins 1 compared to bacterial TyrRSs, but there is little sequence similarity 

between these regions and the Pezizomycotina insertions (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 

2008). A protein sequence alignment of the mtTyrRS NTDs with the insertions 

highlighted in magenta is shown in Figure 2.1B. The An mtTyrRS was truncated after 

P453 (An NTDs), Cp mtTyrRS after T429 (Cp NTDs), and Hc mtTyrRS after F434 (Hc 

NTDs). The Sc mtTyrRS construct used for crystallization trials was also C-terminally 

truncated after D400 (Sc NTDs). All the mtTyrRS NTDs were expressed with an N-

terminal hexahistidine tag, which is cleaved after purification by the tobacco etch virus 

(TEV) protease. The mtTyrRS NTDs expressed well in E. coli and were purified by 

nickel-affinity chromatography and size-exclusion chromatography. The expressed Cp 

NTDs was labeled with selenium methionine (Se-Met) to provide phase information and 

coincidently also produced better diffracting crystals than native protein.  

All truncated protein constructs were highly soluble and formed dimers in 

solution as judged by size exclusion chromatography. Activity of the mtTyrRS constructs 

was tested using tyrosyl-adenylation assays, which measure the first step in 

aminoacylation and provides the number of active sites. Tyrosyl-adenylation assays were 
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conducted by incubating protein with excess [3H]-L-Tyrosine at 30°C after which the 

reactions were filtered through nitrocellulose membranes and the radioactivity counted. 

These assays showed that all purified proteins made tyrosyl-adenylate with a 

stoichiometry of approximately 1 active site per protein dimer, which is consistent with 

half-sites reactivity observed for these enzymes (Figure 2.1C) (Jakes and Fersht, 1975). 

The ability of the truncated mtTyrRS constructs to activate tyrosine and dimerize shows 

that they are physiologically relevant candidates for crystallography.   

Sitting drop vapor diffusion crystallization trials were set up for the An NTDs, Cp 

NTDs, Hc NTDs and Sc NTDs at 22°C.  Needle-like crystals, which grew in 2 to 5 days, 

were obtained for the An NTDs and the Se-met labelled Cp NTDs. While the crystals of 

the An NTDs and the Cp NTDs used for data collection were obtained in the presence of 

L-tyrosine, the ligand was not required for crystallization. The Hc NTDs, however, could 

not be crystallized under the range of conditions tested. Attempts to crystallize the Hc 

NTDs protein included conducting tyrosyl-adenylation reactions, lysine methylation, 

numerous additive screens and variation of protein to precipitate ratios and temperatures.  

Data was collected on the An NTDs and Se-met labeled Cp NTDs protein crystals 

at beamline 5.0.3 at the Advanced Light Source (Lawrence Berkeley National 

Laboratory) and the LS-CAT beamline 21-1D-G of the Advanced Photon Source 

(Argonne National Laboratory), respectively. The structures were solved by either 

molecular replacement (An NTDs) or single wavelength anomalous dispersion (SAD, Cp 

NTDs). The Cp NTDs protein crystallized in the space group C2 with L-tyrosine in the 

binding site at a resolution of 2.63 Å. The An NTDs protein crystallized in the space 
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group P212121 with two molecules in the asymmetric unit at a resolution of 2.3 Å. The 

data collection and refinement statistics for the two structures are shown in Table 2.1.  

Unlike the An NTDs and Cp NTDs, however, diffraction quality crystals of the Sc 

NTDs required considerable optimization. While initial crystallization screens provided 

multiple conditions under which the yeast protein crystallized, these crystals diffracted 

poorly and were highly mosaic and anisotropic. Numerous rounds of additive screens 

were required to yield yeast crystals that diffracted to better than 4 Å. Further 

improvement of resolution and mosaicity involved a method of soaks in solutions with 

increasing precipitant (PEG 3350) and increasing cryo-protectant, glycerol (Heras and 

Martin, 2005). Crystals treated using this method resulted in decreased mosaicity and 

improvement of diffraction with reflections found to 2.7 Å. However, due to severe 

anisotropy the data was cut at 3.3 Å. Additional efforts to improve diffraction and 

decrease anisotropy involved crystallizing and collecting data on surface entropy 

reduction (SER) mutants of the Sc NTDs and Se-Met labeling of the protein 

(Goldschmidt et al., 2007). However, these efforts did not improve diffraction quality. I 

am currently working in collaboration with Dr. Arthur Monzingo at Macromolecular 

Crystallography Facility at the University of Texas at Austin, to solve the structure of Sc 

NTDs from the 3.3 Å data set.  

2.3 Overall structure description of Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs 

The solved An NTDs and Cp NTDs structures show similar domain architecture to 

previously solved TyrRS structures with the biological relevant homodimer visible in 

both structures. The N-terminal domains visualized in the structures consist of the 
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catalytic domain followed by the α-helical domain (Figure 2.2). The catalytic domains of 

both proteins display the characteristic Rossmann-fold, a nucleotide binding motif 

consisting of six parallel β-strands (βA-βF) connected by α-helices (H1-H11). The 

Rossmann-fold (RF) is interrupted by an insertion (connective peptide 1) which 

constitutes the dimerization interface. The α-helical domains, which is involved in anti-

coding binding, consists of five α-helices (H1’-H5’) on the distal ends of the dimer 

subunits and are structurally similar to previously solved TyrRS structures (Brick and 

Blow, 1987; Yaremchuk et al., 2002). The insertions, as previously determined by a 

multiple sequence alignment of Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs, are shown in magenta 

(Figure 2.2) (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). Superpositioning of the An NTDs and Cp 

NTDs to the bacterial G. stearothermophilus (Gs) TyrRS and comparison to CYT-18 

shows that the insertions are structural additions absent in the bacterial enzyme (Figure 

2.3). In both An and Cp mtTyrRSs, the H0 extension is a helical N-terminal extension, 

Ins 1 is an expansion of helix 5 followed by a loop and Ins 2 is an expanded loop (Figure 

2.2 and 2.3).  

Next, I examined active site interactions and conserved motifs required for 

aminoacylation in the An NTDs and Cp NTDs. Class I synthetases have two conserved 

motifs involved in ATP binding and tyrosyl-adenylate formation: the HIGH motif found 

in the first half of the RF domain and the KMSKS motif, found in a loop connecting the 

catalytic and α-helical domains in the second half of the RF domain (Figure 2.1B). In 

TyrRSs these two motifs display some variation in sequence. The An NTDs and Cp 

NTDs proteins have a HVGH and a HIGH motif, respectively, both of which are visible 
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in their respective crystal structures (Figure 2.2). The second motif is KFGKS in the An 

NTDs and KIGKS in the Cp NTDs, both of which are disordered in the structures here 

and in other published TyrRS structures that lack the tyrosyl-adenylate ligand (Brick et 

al., 1989; Kobayashi et al., 2005). A close look at the amino acid binding sites of both the 

An NTDs and Cp NTDs show that they bind tyrosine in a similar manner to bacterial and 

mitochondrial TyrRSs (Figure 2.4). L-tyrosine makes hydrogen bonds with five residues, 

of which four are conserved in all TyrRSs and one is specific to mitochondrial and 

bacterial TyrRSs. The four residues conserved in the An NTDs are TYR69, TYR217, 

GLN221 and ASP224 and in the Cp NTDs are TYR114, TYR262, GLN266 and ASP269. 

The residue specific to mitochondrial and bacterial TyrRSs is ASP113 in the An NTDs 

and ASP158 in the Cp NTDs (Bonnefond et al., 2005b).  

As mentioned earlier, the An NTDs structure had two molecules in the asymmetric 

unit. These two molecules do not represent the biological dimer but are instead two 

monomers of neighboring dimers. Interestingly, one monomer contains L-tyrosine in the 

binding site while the other monomer does not. A comparison of the two monomers of 

the An NTDs shows that the core regions of the protein are highly similar with an overall 

root-mean-squared deviation (RMSD) of 0.243 Å. However, a number of flexible 

residues that are visible in the tyrosine bound monomer are disordered in the ligand-free 

monomer. A 15-residue loop, which connects helix 4 to helix 5, is only visible in the 

tyrosine-bound monomer. This is may be due to the conserved interaction between the 

tyrosine ligand and D113, which could help stabilize the loop (Figure 2.4A). The other 

disordered region in the ligand-free monomer corresponds to five residues that make up 
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part of the small helix 9 and a loop, which is also near the tyrosine-binding site. These 

findings are consistent with previous studies and they indicate that upon binding of L-

tyrosine in the active site these regions become more ordered (Bonnefond et al., 2005b).  

2.4 Comparison of Pezizomycotina specific insertions 

Previously the only solved structure of a Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS was CYT-18 from 

N. crassa. The solved An and Cp C-terminally truncated mtTyrRS structures enable the 

comparison of insertions and intron-binding residues between the Pezizomycotina 

proteins. A look at structural differences between the insertions from different 

Pezizomycotina fungi shows that the H0 extension and Ins 1 are structurally similar in all 

three proteins, but that Ins 2 is different (Figure 2.5A), as described in more detail below. 

This finding is consistent with the observation that Ins 2 is the least conserved of the N-

terminal domain insertions (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). Sequence analysis 

comparing the three mtTyrRSs showed that the H0 extension is the most conserved (50% 

similarity) followed by Ins 1 (40% similarity) and finally Ins 2 (10% similarity).  

2.4.1 The Pezizomycotina N-terminal H0 extension 

While the H0 extension in all three proteins consists of a loop followed by a helix, the 

helix observed in the structures is of variable length between the three Pezizomycotina 

mtTyrRS proteins. The An mtTyrRS has the smallest N-terminal helix which is 18 

residues long in the ligand-free monomer (chain B) and begins with R73, and is 17 

residues long in the ligand bound monomer (chain A) beginning with I74 (Figure 2.5). 

Almost half of the An mtTyrRS H0 extension is not visible in the structure (11 residues), 

likely due to flexibility as the H0 helix is extending into a solvent channel. In contrast, 
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the Cp mtTyrRS has the longest N-terminal helix with 27 residues (Figure 2.5). Almost 

the entire H0 extension is visible with the exception of two residues at the N-terminus 

(Q46 and K47). The Cp mtTyrRS H0 helix begins at residue R48 with the N-terminal end 

of the protein packing via hydrophobic contacts against a symmetry mate. In CYT-18, the 

H0 helix is 23 residues long with 6 of the N-terminal residues not visible in the crystal 

structure (Figure 2.5).  

Recently, the structure of CYT-18 was reanalyzed using information from the CYT-

18 NTDs + Twort co-crystal structure (Geng and Paukstelis, 2014). In doing so, they 

were able to build the backbone of all 6 missing residues and some amino acid side 

chains. Surprisingly, the missing residues form a loop that interacts with Ins 2, as a highly 

conserved arginine residue, R35, is observed to form a salt bridge with E296 of Ins 2. 

Splicing assays using CYT-18 H0 truncation mutants further underscored the importance 

of the first five N-terminal residues of H0 in splicing intron RNA. These experiments 

suggested a possible structural role for the first five N-terminal residues in orienting Ins 2 

(Geng and Paukstelis, 2014). The H0 residue (R35 in CYT-18) that interacts with Ins 2 is 

conserved in both the An and Cp mtTyrRS (R64 and R50 in the An NTDs and Cp NTDs, 

respectively) (Figure 2.5A). The other residue involved in the interaction (E296 in CYT-

18), however, is not conserved suggesting that either different residues are involved or 

the interaction is not present in some mtTyrRSs. In the An NTDs structure, this region is 

disordered and could possibly interact in a similar manner as that observed in CYT-18. 

However, the arginine in the Cp NTDs structure is part of the H0 helix and is too far 
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away to interact with Ins 2. A salt bridge similar to that observed in CYT-18 would 

require movement of Ins 2 or destabilization at the N-terminus of the Cp NTDs H0 helix.  

The H0 extension of all three mtTyrRSs contains an amphipathic helix that is 

stabilized against the side of the protein via a number of interactions both within the helix 

and with the rest of the protein (Figure 2.5B). All three proteins have a conserved 

tryptophan in the H0 helix that interacts with an arginine in the loop between the H2 helix 

and βB sheet (H2-βB loop). This conserved tryptophan also makes additional interactions 

to the H0 helix that differ between the mtTyrRS proteins. The tryptophan in CYT-18 

(W54) has hydrophobic and stacking interactions with R55 in the H0 helix and R95 in the 

H2-βB loop. In the An NTDs, the tryptophan (W81) has stacking interactions with R123 

in the H2-βB loop and hydrophobic interactions with F84 in the H0 helix. In the Cp 

NTDs, the tryptophan (W67) just has stacking interactions with R110 in the H2-βB loop 

(Figure 2.5B). The tryptophan and arginine involved in stacking are highly conserved 

residues in Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs suggesting that this interaction is conserved as 

well.  

The C-terminal end of the CYT-18’s H0 helix packs against the protein core by 

hydrophobic contacts between the highly conserved I59 and residues in helix 2 as well as 

an ionic interaction between K64 and E126 in the loop following helix 2 (Figure 2.5 B). 

A look at the packing interactions of this region in An NTDs and Cp NTDs structures 

indicates they are similar between the proteins. The C-terminal end of H0 helix of the An 

NTDs and Cp NTDs also packs against the protein core with the conserved isoleucines, 

I88 and I74 in the An NTDs and Cp NTDs respectively, making hydrophobic contacts 
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with helix 2 (Figure 2.5B). However, in addition to these contacts, the An NTDs and Cp 

NTDs also have a salt bridge between the H0 helix and helix 2 that is not present in CYT-

18. Ionic interactions between basic residues in the loop following the H0 helix (H0-H1 

loop) and other parts of the proteins are also observed. These interactions may also play a 

role in H0 packing against the protein core and exhibit some variability between 

mtTyrRSs. While the salt bridge in CYT-18 is between K64 (H0-H1 loop) and E126 (H2-

β2 loop), in the An NTDs and Cp NTDs an arginine in the H0-H1 loop forms ionic 

interactions with residues in the H0 helix. In Cp mtTyrRS this ionic interaction is a salt 

bridge between R78 and E74 while in An mtTyrRS it is a salt bridge between R93 and 

E87 (Figure 2.5B).  

2.4.2 Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS insertion 1 

Ins 1 is structurally similar in all three Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs, consisting of an 

expansion of helix 5 followed by a loop (Figure 2.5). In all three proteins, Ins 1 packs 

against the protein core via hydrophobic and ionic interactions. In CYT-18, there are 

ionic interactions between Ins 1 and the catalytic core (D178 and R194, respectively), Ins 

1 and the α-helical domain (R184 and E371 respectively), and Ins 1 and the H0 helix 

(D189 and R95, respectively) (Figure 2.5B). In the An NTDs, ionic interactions 

stabilizing Ins 1 against the rest of the protein include a salt bridge between Ins 1 and the 

α-helical domain (K153 and E365, respectively) and between Ins 1 and the catalytic core 

(E148 and R164 respectively). In the Cp NTDs, there are ionic interactions between Ins 1 

and the α-helical domain (K198 and D412, respectively) and between Ins 1 and the 

catalytic domain (E193 and R209, respectively). Ins 1 of the Cp NTDs also has a higher 
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number of aromatic residues (7 residues) compared to the An NTDs and CYT-18 (3 

residues) (Figure 2.5B). A number of these aromatic residues help Ins 1 interact with the 

core of the protein via hydrophobic and hydrogen bonding interactions  

Interestingly, there are stacking interactions between the N-terminal end of the H0 

extension helix and Ins 1 in both CYT-18 and the Cp NTDs but not in the An NTDs 

structure. In CYT-18, the stacking interaction involves K44 of the H0 helix and W190 of 

Ins 1. In the Cp NTDs, the interaction is between R59 and W205. This stacking 

interaction is seen in the two TyrRSs with longer helices but not in the An NTDs. The An 

NTDs protein has no interaction between the H0 helix and Ins 1 and has an isoleucine in 

place of the tryptophan (Figure 2.5B). Interestingly, this tryptophan is not conserved in 

Sacccharomycotina species or in the human mtTyrRS that lack the H0 extension and, 

therefore may play a role in stabilization of longer H0 helices. These interactions draw 

emphasis to the observation that the H0 extension of CYT-18 interacts with both 

insertions in the NTD, but this is not the case for the An and Cp mtTyrRSs. The An 

NTDs structure suggests that the H0 extension could interact with Ins 2 or neither Ins 1 or 

Ins 2. The Cp NTDs structure suggests an interaction between the H0 helix and Ins 1 but 

not one between the H0 helix and Ins 2. The presence of interactions between all three 

insertions in CYT-18 compared to An and Cp mtTyrRSs, may be a factor in CYT-18’s 

superior abilities as a splicing co-factor under the conditions tested in vitro. 

2.4.3 Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS insertion 2  

The largest difference between mtTyrRSs is found in Ins 2, which unlike the other 

insertions varies in length and structure between the Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs (Figure 
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2.6A-C). Ins 2 of CYT-18 consists of a loop containing a small 7-residue proline capped 

helix, whereas the Ins 2 of the Cp NTDs and An NTDs are extended loops that lacks 

secondary structure (Fig. 2.6). In CYT-18 and the Cp NTDs, Ins 2 is the same length at 

18 residues, but in the An NTDs it is shorter with only 16 residues. In all three proteins, 

Ins 2 is composed of mostly acidic and polar residues with the Ins 2 of CYT-18 and the 

Cp NTDs also being proline rich. The An NTDs have no basic residues while CYT-18 

and the Cp NTDs have 2 and 3 basic residues respectively (Figure 2.5D).  

2.5 Possible interactions of Cp and An mtTyrRS with Twort RNA 

To further examine how variability in the mtTyrRS insertions could affect binding 

interactions, I aligned the An NTDs and Cp NTDs onto the CYT-18 NTDs in the CYT-18 

NTDs + Twort ribozyme co-crystal structure (PDB ID: 2RJK).  These models show that 

Ins 1 in all three proteins likely makes similar contacts with intron RNA, while the H0 

extension and Ins 2 could be interacting differently (Figure 2.7 A-C). A figure of the 

Twort intron core with the two domains highlighted in orange (P4-P6) and cyan (P3-P9) 

bound CYT-18 shows that Ins 1 contacts the P4-P6 domain, Ins 2 contacts the P3-P9 

domain, and the H0 extension contacts the P7 guanosine binding site and the J3/J4 

junction (Figure 2.7A-C). In the An NTDs and Cp NTDs structural models, Ins 1 is 

shown to fit into the major groove of P6-P6a in a manner similar to CYT-18 (Figure 

2.7D-F).  

The H0 extension of the An mtTyrRS visible in structure is too short to interact 

with intron RNA (Figure 2.7D).  It is possible that the shorter length of the H0 extension 

is optimized for A. nidulans intron interaction or that it forms contacts with intron RNA 
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through flexible N-terminal residues. It is also possible that upon binding to intron RNA, 

the H0 extension helix stabilizes into a longer structure. In contrast to the An NTDs, the 

H0 extension of the Cp NTDs is longer than CYT-18 and clashes severely with the 

modeled Twort intron RNA (Figure 2.7E). This finding suggests that the H0 helix of the 

Cp NTDs interacts with intron RNA differently than CYT-18.  

 The structural differences of Ins 2 between An NTDs, Cp NTDs and CYT-18 

NTDs also suggest different interactions with intron RNA. In the CYT-18 NTDs, Ins 2 

contains a small proline-capped helix both in the structure of the protein alone and in the 

CYT-18 NTDs + Twort co-crystal structure (Figure 2.6C and Figure 2.7F). This proline-

capped helix binds in the P9 minor groove and could stabilize the important tertiary 

interaction between the L9 tetraloop and P5 minor groove (Paukstelis et al., 2008). 

Unlike CYT-18, Ins 2 of the An NTDs is a loop and lacks secondary structure. The 

insertion is close enough to the intron RNA to interact but may do so in a different 

manner than CYT-18 NTDs, or may stabilize to form a helix upon binding. The Cp 

NTDs Ins 2, which is also a loop, is positioned farther away from intron RNA suggesting 

that this region either does not interact with intron RNA or changes conformation and 

moves closer to the intron RNA to make contacts (Figure 2.7E). Together, these models 

of mtTyrRSs bound to Twort intron RNA suggest a structural basis for species variability 

in intron splicing abilities.  

2.6 Electrostatic surface potentials of Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs 

Analysis of the electrostatic potential of the intron-binding side of the CYT-18 

NTDs, An NTDs and Cp NTDs show a positive (blue) surface, consistent with the ability 
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of these proteins to bind nucleic acid (Figure 2.8). This basic surface, however, is not 

observed in bacterial TyrRSs from E. coli and G. stearothermophilus, and is much 

weaker in H. sapiens mtTyrRS, which does not function in splicing group I introns. The 

surface potential maps differ slightly between the three Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs with 

the distal ends of the Cp NTDs having a more positive surface than the distal ends of the 

other two proteins (Figure 2.8). This longer basic tract on the intron-binding surface of 

Cp NTDs may accommodate P5 of the Cp mt LSU, which is longer (29 nts) than is P5 in 

the An mt LSU (21 nts) and Nc mt LSU (23 nts) introns (Figure 2.9). The observed 

variation of the insertions and electrostatic surface potentials of different mtTyrRSs are 

consistent with previously published splicing assays that suggest that Pezizomycotina 

mtTyrRSs may have co-evolved with their cognate introns for improved splicing 

(Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008).  

2.7 Comparison of An and Cp mtTyrRSs with the human mtTyrRS 

A comparison of the Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs with the human mtTyrRS shows that 

the enzymes are structurally similar with the exception of two insertions not found in the 

human enzyme: the H0 extension and Ins 2 (Bonnefond et al., 2005b) (Figure 2.10). 

Sequence comparison of Ins 1 shows little sequence similarity between the human and 

the Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs (Figure 2.10C). Additionally, the human Ins 1 is slightly 

shorter at 15 residues compared to Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs which have 19, and the 

human enzyme has also has fewer charged residues in this region (Figure 2.10C). 

Previous work showed that the H0 extension and Ins  2 of CYT-18 are required for 

splicing (Cherniack et al., 1990; Paukstelis et al., 2005). Therefore, the lack of these 
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intron interaction regions in the human mtTyrRS suggests targeting of intron-protein 

binding without targeting the human enzyme is a possibility, an important factor for 

therapeutic intervention. 

2.8 Discussion 

 Bifunctional mtTyrRSs from the Pezizomycotina subphylum have structural 

adaptations that enable them to function as protein co-factors in group I intron splicing. 

These structural adaptations form part of a scaffold that helps stabilize the tertiary 

structure of group I intron RNAs (Caprara et al., 1996b; Cherniack et al., 1990; Paukstelis 

and Lambowitz, 2008; Paukstelis et al., 2005). Here, I solved the structure of two 

Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs from A. nidulans and C. posadasii and compare them with the 

previously solved CYT-18 structure to examine features that could affect splicing. The 

structures show that the protein core of C-terminally truncated An and Cp mtTyrRSs is 

structurally similar to previously solved bacterial and mitochondrial TyrRSs. Interactions 

at the active site with L-tyrosine are also conserved (Figure 2.4). The crystallization of 

the An mtTyrRS in a ligand bound and ligand free state reveals that L-tyrosine binding 

orders certain regions near the active site that may be involved in amino acid activation.  

 Previously published splicing studies show that the Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs 

splice their cognate mt LSU introns but exhibit variable activity towards mt LSU introns 

from other species (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). This result suggested that 

bifunctional mtTyrRSs diverged to interact effectively with their cognate introns, likely 

suppressing different structural defects or mutations. Comparing the An and Cp mtTyrRS 

protein to CYT-18 showed that the major regions of deviation are the Pezizomycotina-
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specific insertions, as expected from their splicing functions. These insertions directly 

contact and stabilize key tertiary interactions important for orientation of the two core 

RNA domains of the intron to facilitate splicing (Figure 2.7). Therefore, the observed 

differences in the insertions likely impact how different Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs 

interact with intron RNA and how effective they are in functioning as splicing co-factors 

for specific introns.  

Of the insertions in the N-terminal domain, Ins1 is structurally identical in the 

mtTyrRSs. Models of the An NTDs and Cp NTDs bound to the Twort group I intron 

suggests a similar interaction mode to that observed between CYT-18 and Twort. The 

models show the helix of Ins 1 fitting into the major groove of P6-P6a (Figure 2.7D-F). 

In CYT-18, Ins 1 is observed to stabilize the J3/4 junction in the minor groove and 

possibly the P3-J6/P6a interaction by orientation P6/P6a (Paukstelis et al., 2008). The An 

and Cp mtTyrRS could also stabilize these two important tertiary interactions.  

The other two insertions of An and Cp mtTyrRS, the H0 extension and Ins 2, 

display variations in structure and position. These variations have implications for how 

these regions interact with intron RNAs. The H0 extension shows variation in the length 

of the helix and Ins 2 shows variation in structure and position between the three 

mtTyrRSs (Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.7). Interestingly, structural studies of CYT-18 shows 

that the H0 extension interacts with the both Ins 1 and Ins 2 (Geng and Paukstelis, 2014; 

Paukstelis et al., 2005). Therefore, the H0 extension may have multiple roles in intron 

splicing; not only directly interacting or stabilizing key tertiary interactions important for 
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orienting the two core RNA domains of group I introns, but also orienting other regions 

that interact with intron RNA. 

In the CYT-18 NTDs + Twort co-crystal structure, the H0 extension interacts with 

the J3/4 junction to allow nucleotide triple formation and also interacts with the 

guanosine binding site (P7) (Figure 2.7F) (Paukstelis et al., 2008). A reanalyzed CYT-18 

structure suggests that the H0 extension interacts with and possibly orients Ins 2, which 

stabilizes the L9-P5 tertiary interaction (Geng and Paukstelis, 2014). The H0 extension of 

the An NTDs has a number of disordered N-terminal residues followed by a H0 helix that 

is shorter than CYT-18’s. Models of the An NTDs interacting with Twort RNA suggest 

that this region either interacts with intron RNA differently than CYT-18 or stabilizes 

into a similar structure upon binding of intron RNA (Figure 2.7). The length of the 

disordered residues suggests the possibility that the N-terminus of the An NTDS could 

also interact with Ins 2.  

In contrast, the Cp NTDs likely interacts in a very different manner than CYT-18 

and An NTDs. The H0 extension of the Cp NTDs is almost entirely helical and the model 

of Cp NTDs + Twort shows the H0 helix clashing severely with the intron RNA (Figure 

2.7E). This suggests that the H0 helix of the Cp NTDs is either dynamic and destabilizes 

to interact with the intron in the same manner as CYT-18 or that the H0 extension 

interacts with intron RNA differently than CYT-18. Consistent with the latter possibility 

is the observation that Ins 2 in the Cp NTDs structure is too far away to interact with 

residues in the H0 extension. Additionally, the Cp NTDs Ins 2 is also observed to be too 

far away to interact with the Twort intron as observed in the model (Figure 2.7E). This 
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suggests the possibility that Ins 2 of the Cp NTDs either plays a smaller role or no role, in 

interacting with intron RNAs, or alternatively could be flexible in order to interact with 

intron RNA. This would be unlike CYT-18, where Ins 2 is relatively static when bound 

and not bound to intron RNA (Paukstelis et al., 2008). While the H0 extension of CYT-

18 interacts and possibly orients insertion 2, the Cp NTDs Ins 2 may not need or benefit 

from such an interaction if this region doesn’t interact with intron RNA. Further 

experiments to test this hypothesis would involve deleting or mutating Ins 2 and studying 

the binding and splicing properties of the resulting proteins. Another future research 

direction would be to solve the structures and compare the CTDs of various 

Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs. Previous work has shown that mutations that impair the long-

range tertiary interaction P5-L9, where Ins 2 binds in the CYT-18 NTDs + Twort 

structure, can be suppressed by CYT-18’s CTDs (Chen et al., 2004; Paukstelis et al., 

2008). It would, therefore, be interesting to compare the CTDs of the Cp mtTyrRS to 

CYT-18 and An mtTyrRS to determine if there are insertion differences that compensate 

for a possible lack of Ins 2 interaction between the intron RNA and Cp mtTyrRS.  

The CYT-18 NTDs + Twort co-crystal structure and chemical footprinting 

experiments suggest that CYT-18 interacts primarily with the phosphodiester backbone. 

However, the CYT-18 NTDs + Twort structure also suggests that the H0 extension and 

insertion 2 could potentially make specific base contacts (Caprara et al., 1996b; 

Paukstelis et al., 2008). It is of interest that these two regions of possible interactions 

exhibit the most variation. This finding is consistent with previous splicing and binding 

studies of CpTyrRS and AnTyrRS with various group I introns that showed significant 
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splicing capability differences, with each enzyme optimally splicing their cognate introns. 

These structural studies and comparison of Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs are consistent with 

the hypothesis that mtTyrRSs have evolved varied binding surfaces to suit different group 

I introns that are dependent upon them for splicing. Further work to identify binding 

regions between the mtTyrRSs and intron RNA could by done by UV-crosslinking the 

protein-RNA complex and producing intron RNA fragments which can be sequenced to 

determine direct binding sites.  

2.9 Materials and Methods 

2.9.1 Recombinant plasmids 

The N-terminal domains of A. nidulans (residues 60-462), C. posadasii (residues 

46-429), H. capsulatum (residues 50-434), and S. cerevisiae (residues 38-400) mtTyrRSs 

were expressed from plasmids pHISTEVAn602 (An NTDs), pHISTEVCp602 (Cp 

NTDs), pHISTEVHc602 (Hc NTDs), and pHISTEVSc602 (Sc NTDs), respectively. The 

pHISTEVAn602, pHISTEVCp602 and pHISTEVHc602 plasmids were made by Dr. Paul 

Paukstelis. The coding sequences of the mtTyrRSs were cloned downstream of the phage 

T7 promoter in expression vectors pET11a or pET11d (Novagen). The C. posadasii 

NTDs was expressed from pHISTEVCp602, which was constructed by cloning the 

coding sequence into the NcoI and BamHI sites of pET11d. The A. nidulans NTDs was 

expressed from pHISTEVAn602, which was constructed by cloning the coding sequence 

into the NcoI and BamHI sites of pET11d. The S. cerevisiae NTDs was expressed from 

pHISTEVSc602, which was constructed by the addition of three stop codons 
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(TAATAATAA) after D400 to pHISTEVScTyrRS by site-directed mutagenesis 

(QuikChange; Agilent Technologies).  

All these protein constructs were expressed with an N-terminal hexahistidine-tag 

followed by a tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease-cleavable site for tag removal. Cleavage 

at the TEV site results in addition of a methionine to the An NTDs N-terminus and a 

glycine to the N-terminus of the Cp NTDs and Hc NTDs. No additional residue was 

added to the Sc N-terminal domain since TEV cleavage was designed to result in an N-

terminal serine, which is present in the original protein sequence.  

2.9.2 Expression and purification of Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs 

The An, Cp, Hc and Sc mtTyrRS N-terminal domain expression plasmids were 

transformed into E. coli Rosetta2 (DE3) cells (EMD Millipore). The An NTDs and Sc 

NTDs were expressed by auto-induction, as described by Studier (Studier, 2005), in LB 

media at 37°C for 4 hours and then shifted to 25°C overnight with shaking at 260 rpm. 

Se-Met labeled Cp NTDs protein was expression by auto-induction in minimal media for 

selenium-methionine labeling following the protocol described by Studier (Studier, 

2005). Briefly, an overnight starter culture was grown in 250 ml PASM-5052 media 

overnight at 25oC at 260 rpm of which 18 ml was used to inoculate 500 ml of PASM-

5052 media (Studier, 2005). The cells were grown for 16 hours at 25°C with 260 rpm 

shaking.  

Wild-type CYT-18 (residues 33-669) for tyrosyl-adenylation assays was 

expressed in E. coli HMS174 (DE3) cells from the plasmid pEX560 (Kittle et al., 1991). 

The CYT-18 protein was purified as described previously (Paukstelis et al., 2008; 
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Saldanha et al., 1995a). All the mtTyrRS NTDs constructs (An, Cp, Hc and Sc mtTyrRS) 

were purified by nickel affinity chromatography (HisTrap™ HP column, GE Healthcare 

Life Sciences) as described in previous protocols (Paukstelis et al. 2008). Cells were 

resuspended in 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 and 500 mM KCl and lysed by incubation with 1 

mg/ml lysozyme for 30 min followed by sonication and nucleic acid removal by 

polyethylene precipitation (final concentration of 1% PEI). The proteins were then 

precipitated with ammonium sulfate and the resulting pellet resuspended in nickel affinity 

column binding buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 500 mM KCl and 30 mM imidazole). 

The lysate was then run through a HiTrapTM HP column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) and 

eluted by elution buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 500 mM KCl and 500 mM imidazole). 

This was followed by removal of the hexahistidine-tag by TEV protease cleavage overnight 

in dialysis buffer to remove imidazole (25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 500 mM KCl, 5 mM DTT). 

The proteins were then further purified by another round of nickel affinity chromatography as 

described above followed by size exclusion chromatography (HiLoadTM 16/60 SuperdexTM 

200, GE Healthcare Life Sciences).  The size exclusion column runs were run in the same 

buffer that the protein was concentrated in for crystallization.  

For biochemical assays, the purified proteins were dialyzed into 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 

7.5, 100 mM KCl and 50% glycerol for storage at -80°C. Proteins for crystallization trials 

were concentrated using Amicon Ultra-15 or Ultra-4 centrifugal filter units (EMD Millipore) 

in buffers optimized for solubility and stored at 4°C. The Cp NTDs Se-Met protein was 

concentrated and stored in 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 and 250 mM KCl with 1 mM DTT added 

fresh before setting up sitting drops. The An NTDs protein was stored in 25 mM Tris-HCl 
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pH 7.5 and 200 mM KCl and the Hc NTDs protein was stored in 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 

300 mM KCl and 10 % glycerol. The Sc NTDs protein was stored in 25 mM Tris-HCl and 

150 mM KCl. All proteins were > 99% pure, as judged by SDS-PAGE gels stained with 

Coomassie blue. Protein concentrations were determined by measuring A280 under denaturing 

conditions (6 M guanidine hydrochloride). Concentrations of An NTDs, Cp NTDs, Hc 

NTDs and Sc NTDs refer to the homodimer concentrations.  

2.9.3 Tyrosyl-adenylation assays of Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS constructs 

Tyrosyl-adenylation reactions were done with 100 nM protein in a 50-µl reaction 

containing 5 mM ATP, 100 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 144 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 2 mM 

DTT, 0.1 mg/ml BSA (New England Biolabs), 0.1 unit of yeast inorganic phosphatase 

(New England Biolabs) and 5 µCi of L-[3,5-3H]Tyrosine (53 Ci mmol-1, Amersham 

Biosciences Corp.).  The reactions were initiated by addition of protein and were 

incubated at 30°C for 10 minutes.  Reactions were terminated by diluting with 1 ml of 

reaction buffer and then filtering through a nitrocellulose membrane (Protran BA83, GE 

Healthcare) to bind protein-bound tyrosyl-adenylate. Radioactivity was measured by 

Beckman Coulter LS 6500 scintillation counter using Ready Protein scintillation cocktail 

(Beckman). 

2.9.4 Crystallization and data collection 

Initial screens for crystallization conditions were done at concentrations of the Cp 

NTDs, An NTDs and Sc NTDs of 6.7 mg/ml, 16.5 mg/ml 22 mg/ml, respectively, using 

crystallization screens from Hampton Research and the Phoenix protein crystallization robot 

(Art Robbins Instruments). Initial crystals for the Cp NTDs, An NTDs and Sc NTDs were 
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obtained in crystal screen lite (Hampton Research), crystal screen (Hampton Research) and 

the Index screen (Hampton Research) respectively. To improve diffraction quality of the Sc 

NTDs crystals, further optimization of crystal growing conditions was conducted using 

the additive screen (Hampton Research). Initial crystal conditions for each protein were 

optimized to obtain diffraction quality crystals by vapor diffusion (sitting drops) in Cryschem 

M plates (Hampton Research). The sitting drops were set up with 500 µL mother liquor in 

the reservoir and either 1:1 (An NTDs) or 2:1 (Se-Met Cp NTDs and Sc NTDs) ratio of 

protein to mother liquor in the pedestal. The An NTDs crystal grew in 5 days in a drop 

containing 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.5, 8% PEG 8000, 1 mM L-tyrosine and 12% glycerol. The 

Se-Met Cp NTDs crystal grew in 2 days in a condition containing 10 mM HEPES-NaOH pH 

7.0, 8% PEG 3350, 1% isopropanol, 12% glycerol and 1 mM L-tyrosine. Oval crystals of the 

Sc NTDs grew in 3 days in a condition containing 10 mM HEPES-NaOH pH 7.0, 2.8 M 

NaCl, 2% PEG 3350 and 5 % formamide). All protein crystals were picked up using nylon 

loops (Hampton Research) and cryoprotected prior to freezing in liquid nitrogen. The Se-Met 

Cp NTDs and An NTDs crystals were cryoprotected by short soaks in their respective 

mother liqueurs, including 50% glycerol. The Sc NTDs crystals were cryoprotected by a 

more complex procedure, which involved 5 min soaks in increasing glycerol 

concentrations (four steps of 4% increases to 24% final).  

Data was collected for Se-Met Cp NTDs in 45o wedges at the LS-CAT beamline 21-

1D-G of the Advanced Photon Source (Argonne National Laboratory) equipped with a MAR 

300 CCD detector. Data for the An NTDs and Sc NTDs was collected remotely at beamline 
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5.0.2 at the Advanced Light Source (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory) equipped with 

ADSC Quantum 315R CCD detector.  

2.9.5 Structure determination and refinement 

Data was processed using HKL2000 (HKL Research Inc.) (Otwinowski and 

Minor, 1997). The CCP4 program suite was used to convert scalepack files to mtz files 

(Scalepack2MTZ), solvent analysis (matthews_coef), density modification (Parrot), 

model building (Buccaneer) and production of a molecular replacement search model for 

An NTDs (Chainsaw) (Matthews, 1968; Stein, 2008; Winn et al., 2011). The automated 

pipeline autoSHARP was used for heavy atom detection, refinement and phasing of Se-

Met Cp NTDs (Bricogne et al., 2003; Vonrhein et al., 2007). While the Cp NTDs 

construct has only 11 methionines, 12 sites were found due to M169 being in two 

different conformations with fairly equal occupancies of 0.45 and 0.55.  The programs 

PARROT and BUCCANEER were used for density modification and initial model 

building (Cowtan, 2006, 2010). After initial refinement in REFMAC, further refinement 

was done using phenix.refine (PHENIX software suite), and further model building and 

validation was done in Coot (Adams et al., 2010; Afonine et al., 2012; Murshudov et al., 

1997). The An NTDs structure was solved by molecular replacement using Phaser in the 

PHENIX software suite and a search model based on the G. stearothermophilus TyrRS 

(PDB ID: 3TS1) (Brick et al., 1989; McCoy et al., 2007). Model building was done in 

Coot and model refinement in PHENIX by phenix.refine. The geometry of the final 

structures was checked using MOLPROBITY (Chen et al., 2010).  
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!Protein An NTDs Cp NTDs 

Data Collection   
Synchrotron beamline ALS 5.0.2 APS 21-1D-G 
Space group P212121 C2 
Unit cell a, b, c (Å) 69.5, 84.9, 164 117, 75.8, 52.5 
Wavelength (Å) 0.97947 0.97856 
Total reflections 271665 78021 
Unique reflections 43882 12824 
Resolution  (Å) 50 - 2.3 (2.34 - 2.30) 30 - 2.63 (2.72-2.63) 
Completeness (%) 100 (100) 94.1 (58.9) 
I/σ (I) 15.4 (3.3) 40.9 (2.1) 

Rsym (%) 10.1 6.1 

Redundancy 6.2 (5.1) 6.6 (3.0) 
Asymmetric unit 2 1 
Structure Refinement    
Rwork (%) 18.5 21.6 
Rfree (%) 22.4 23.1 
Number of atoms 10793 5443 
          Protein 5426 2804 
          Ligand 21 21 
          Water 217 16 
Protein residues 700 366 
Rmsd bonds  (Å) 0.002 0.004 
Rmsd angles (o) 0.64 0.82 

Ramachandran favored (%) 98 96 
Ramachandran allowed (%) 2.0 4.0 

! ! !
 
Table 2.1: Data collection and refinement statistics for C-terminally truncated An and Cp 
mtTyrRSs. 
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Figure 2.1, full caption next page. 
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Figure 2.1: Domain architecture, sequence alignment and activity assays of C-terminally 
truncated mtTyrRS constructs. 
 

The N-terminal domains of mtTyrRSs from A. nidulans, C. posadasii, H. 
capsulatum and S. cerevisiae were C-terminally truncated for crystallization trials. (A) 
The regions conserved between mt and bactaeria TyrRSs are indicated in black, the 
mitochondrial targeting sequence (MTS) is shown in yellow, the Pezizomycotina 
insertions are highlighted in magenta and the variable C-terminal extensions are 
highlighted in blue. Insertions present in the S. cerevisiae mtTyrRS, which lack sequence 
similarity to Pezizomycotina insertions, are highlighted in green. (B) Sequence alignment 
of mtTyrRS NTDs created using MUSCLE. The insertion sequences are colored magenta 
and the two conserved motifs (HIGH and KMSKS) involved in tyrosine activation are 
colored orange. (C) Tyrosyl-adenylation assays, which measure the first step in 
aminoacylation, showed that all the mtTyrRS NTDs are active with a stoichiometry close 
to one mol L-tyrosine bound per protein dimer. The bar graph displays the average value 
from three experiments with error bars indicating the standard deviation.   
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Figure 2.2: Structures of the A. nidulans NTDs and C. posadasii NTDs.  
 

Cartoon representations of C-terminally truncated (A) monomeric and (B) dimeric 
A. nidulans mtTyrRS and (C) monomeric and (D) dimeric C. posadasii mtTyrRS. The 
Pezizomycotina specific insertions are highlighted in magenta, the HIGH motif in orange 
and the L-tyrosine at the binding site is shown in yellow. The α-helical domains for the 
Cp and An mtTyrRS proteins are highlighted in pale purple and pale green, respectively. 
In the dimer structure of the Cp NTDs, both active sites are occupied by L-tyrosine, 
whereas in the dimer structure of the An NTDs, only one active site is occupied by L-
tyrosine.   
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Figure 2.3: Superposition of An NTDs and Cp NTDs with other TyrRS proteins  
 
 Comparison of the structure of the An NTDs and Cp NTDs with the bacterial 
enzyme from (A) G. stearothermophilus (pink,) highlight the structural expansions found 
in Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS enzymes (PDB ID: 2TS1). (B) The An NTDs and Cp NTDs 
proteins are superpositioned with the N. crassa mtTyrRS, CYT-18 (blue), to examine 
differences in Pezizomycotina insertions. (C) For better visualization of differences 
between Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS insertions, the proteins are superpositions in gray with 
the insertions shown in color. These comparisons show that while the H0 extension (H0) 
and insertion 1 (Ins 1) are structurally similar, insertion 2 (Ins 2) is structurally different.  
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Figure 2.4: View of the tyrosine binding site of Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs. 
 

The (A) An NTDs and (B) Cp NTDs proteins bind L-tyrosine in a similar manner to 
CYT-18 and other bacterial TyrRSs. L-tyrosine makes hydrogen bonds with five residues 
of which four are conserved in all TyrRSs and one is specific to mitochondrial and 
bacterial TyrRSs. The residue specific to mitochondrial and bacterial TyrRSs is D113 in 
the An mtTyrRS, D158 in the Cp mtTyrRS and D143 in theCYT-18.  
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS H0 extension and insertion 1.  
 

Cartoon representations of the (A) An NTDs, Cp NTDs and CYT-18 with the 
insertions highlighted in magenta. The H0 extension sequences, which are shown below 
the mtTyrRS structures with the H0 helix length depicted, show that the H0 helix varies 
in length between Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs. (B) Close up of what insertions with 
residues involved in interactions between the H0 extension (H0) and insertion 1 (Ins 1) to 
the rest of the protein highlighted in yellow. The residues indicated with an asterisk 
indicate residues which have side chains that are not visible due to disorder. 
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS insertion 2.  
 

Cartoon representation of the intron binding side of insertion 2 from (A) An 
NTDs, (B) Cp NTDs and (C) CYT-18. Prolines and charged residues are shown in 
yellow. (D) Residues that are not visible in the structure due to flexibility are colored red 
in the sequence alignment and residues not visible in the pictured view above are 
highlighted in blue in the sequence alignment.  
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Figure 2.7, full caption next page. 
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Figure 2.7: Models of the An NTDs and Cp NTDs bound to Twort ribozyme.  
 

Cartoon representation of models of the (A) An NTDs and (B) Cp NTDs bound to 
the Twort group I intron compared to the (C) CYT-18 NTDs + Twort co-crystal structure 
(PDB code:2RKJ, Paukstelis et al., 2005). Models of Cp NTDs and An NTDs bound to 
Twort were constructed by aligning dimeric mt TyrRS structures onto CYT-18 NTDs in 
the co-crystal structure. The Pezizomycotina insertions and the P4-P6 (orange) and P3-P9 
(cyan) RNA domains of the Twort ribozyme are highlighted in the structural models. (D-
F) A close up of the interactions between the An NTDs, Cp NTDs and CYT-18 insertions 
(magenta) with the Twort intron RNA suggest both similarities and differences in 
mtTyrRS-intron RNA interactions. Insertion 1 (Ins 1) of all three mtTyrRS proteins fits 
into the major groove of P6-P6a. The H0 extension (H0) helix of the An NTDs visible in 
the structure appears to be too short to interact with intron RNA, while the H0 helix of 
the Cp NTDs clashes with the P7 helix. The insertion 2 (Ins 2) of An NTDs is close 
enough to stabilize the L9-P5 tetraloop interaction, while insertion 2 of the Cp NTDs 
appears to be too far away.  
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Figure 2.8: Electrostatic surface potentials of TyrRSs. 
 
 Electrostatic surface potentials of (A-C) An NTDs, Cp NTDs and CYT-18 NTDs 
compared to the bacterial TyrRS enzymes from (D) E. coli (PDB ID: 1X8X, (Kobayashi 
et al., 2005) and (E) G. stearothermophilus (PDB ID: 2TS1, (Brick et al., 1989) and the 
mtTyrRS from (F) H. sapiens. The program APBS in PyMOL was used to generate the 
electrostatic surface potentials (Baker et al., 2001). The Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs all 
exhibit a more basic surface across the intron binding surface compared to the bacterial 
and human enzymes. 
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Figure 2.9: Electrostatic surface potentials of mtTyrRS NTDs + Twort models. 
 
 Models of (A) An NTDs and (B) Cp NTDs bound to the Twort ribozyme 
compared to the (C) CYT-18 NTDs + Twort co-crystal structure (Paukstelis et al., 2008). 
The intron core domains, P4-P6 and P3-P9 are highlighted in orange and cyan, 
respectively. The electrostatic surface potentials of the Cp NTDs, An NTDs and CYT-18 
NTDs bound to the Twort intron core show that regions of electropositive potential that 
may bind intron RNA differ between the enzymes. 
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of An and Cp mtTyrRSs to the human mtTyrRS. 
 
 The structure of the (A) human mtTyrRS (PDB ID: 2PID, (Bonnefond et al., 
2007) shows the presence of a sequence expansion in the region of insertion 1 (Ins 1) that 
is structurally similar to the Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS. (B) This structural similarity is 
emphasized in an alignment of the human mtTyrRS with the An NTDs and Cp NTDs. (C) 
Alignment of insertion 1 of four Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs compared to the insertion 1 
of the human mtTyrRS.  
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Chapter 3: Studies of mtTyrRS CTD arrangement and specificity 

3.1 Introduction 

Previous studies showed (i) that CYT-18 binds group I intron by using both its N-

terminal catalytic domain and flexibly attached C-terminal tRNA-binding domain (CTD) 

(Figure 3.1A), and (ii) the catalytic domain binds group I introns specifically via 

structural adaptations that occurred during or after the divergence of Peziomycotina and 

Saccharomycotina (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). These adaptations include an H0 

extension, five insertions (Ins 1-5) and a C-tail of variable length. These insertions are 

sporadically found in Saccharomycotina mtTyrRS and are absent in bacterial TyrRSs 

(Figure 3.1B).  Structural studies including a co-crystal structure of a splicing-active 

CYT-18 protein lacking the CTD (here denoted CYT-18 NTDs) bound to a group I intron 

RNA (the bacteriophage Twort orf142-I2 ribozyme) provided insight into the group I 

intron binding by the N-terminal catalytic domain (Paukstelis et al., 2005, 2008). 

However, the function of the CTD, its interactions with intron RNA and its contribution 

to the evolution of splicing activity have remained unclear.  

As mentioned earlier, the CYT-18 construct used for crystallography lacked the 

flexibly attached CTD, which has been problematic for X-ray crystallography of TyrRSs 

(Brick and Blow, 1987; Kobayashi et al., 2005; Paukstelis et al., 2005; Qiu et al., 2001). 

Previously, the NMR structure of the isolated CTD of the splicing-active Aspergillus 

nidulans mtTyrRS, which is closely related to CYT-18, was determined (Paukstelis et al., 

2011). The structure showed that the mtTyrRS CTD resembles those of bacterial TyrRSs 

in having a fold similar to that of bacterial ribosomal protein S4, but with novel structural 
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features. The latter include three Pezizomycotina-specific insertions (Ins 3-5), with Ins 3 

corresponding to an expansion of the flexible linker between the NTDs and CTD (Figure 

3.1B).  Modeling of the NMR structure onto the CYT-18 NTDs + Twort co-crystal 

structure using distance constraints from directed hydroxyl-radical cleavage assays 

suggested that the two CTDs of the mtTyrRS homodimer bind opposite ends of a group I 

intron RNA. This model requires that the CTD of one subunit of the CYT-18 homodimer 

undergo a large shift on its flexible linker to interact with either tRNATyr or the group I 

intron RNA bound on opposite sides of the catalytic domain (Paukstelis et al., 2011). 

Thus far, however, there has been no structural data for a CYT-18 protein that contains 

both the NTDs and CTD, and the role of the CTD in promoting group I intron splicing 

has remained unclear.  

CYT-18 has been an important model for the theory of constructive neutral evolution 

(referred to here as “pre-adaptive evolution”), which holds that complex multi-protein or 

RNP complexes arose by a ratchet-like process in which a pre-existing neutral or slightly 

deleterious interaction is fixed by a mutation in one partner that makes it dependent upon 

the other to perform a biological function. Once fixed, this dependence can be further 

elaborated by adaptive changes in both partners that increases reaction efficiency and co-

dependence (Covello and Gray, 1993; Lynch, 2007; Stoltzfus, 1999). In the case of CYT-

18, this hypothesis suggests that an ancestral non-splicing fungal mtTyrRS had a pre-

existing ability to bind group I introns, which became “fixed” when the intron RNA 

acquired mutations that impaired self-splicing and became dependent upon the bound 

protein for structural stabilization (Lambowitz and Perlman, 1990). After the interaction 
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was fixed, further adaptive mutations in both the RNA and protein would increase both 

the efficiency of RNA splicing and its protein-dependence. Early studies suggesting that 

CYT-18 recognized tRNA-like structural feature of group I intron RNAs were cited as a 

prime example of a pre-adaptive interaction leading to the evolution of a new RNA-

splicing factor (Gray et al., 2010; Stoltzfus, 1999). However, subsequent findings that 

CYT-18’s NTDs binds group I introns specifically by using a separate non-tRNA-binding 

surface (Paukstelis et al., 2005, 2008) made the nature of the initial non-adaptive 

interaction unclear. 

Here, we used small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and biochemical assays to 

investigate the solution structures of full-length CYT-18 protein and its CTDs and their 

mode of interaction with group I intron RNAs. The SAXS analysis shows that the CTDs of 

both subunits of the CYT-18 homodimer extend outward from the NTDs, but move inward 

to bind opposite ends of the group I intron RNA. Surprisingly, we find that isolated CTD 

of CYT-18 has a high non-specific RNA binding affinity, which may contribute to its 

interaction with group I intron RNAs, and that the non-splicing yeast mtTyrRS can also 

bind intron RNAs non-specifically via its CTD. Finally, experiments with chimeric 

proteins show that the yeast CTD can replace CYT-18’s to promote aminoacylation but 

not group I intron splicing. Our results suggest a scenario of pre-adaptive evolution in 

which the initial non-adaptive interaction between an ancestral mtTyrRS and group I 

intron RNA was non-specific binding by the CTD and highlight a role for non-specific 

binding in the evolution of RNA-binding proteins. 
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3.2 SAXS analysis of CYT-18 and its CTD 

We used SAXS to investigate the conformational changes of CYT-18 and the 

position of its CTDs in the absence and presence of a group I intron RNA. To examine 

the solution structure of the free protein, scattering curves were collected on three CYT-18 

deletion constructs: CYT-18*, CYT-18 NTDs, which contains both the N-terminal cataytic 

and α-helical domains, and CTD, the isolated C-terminal tRNA-binding domain (Figure 

3.1C). CYT-18*, which serves as a wild-type protein in this study, has a C-terminal 

truncation that deletes most of the non-essential C-tail, thereby simplifying structural 

modeling and analysis (Paukstelis et al., 2011). We confirmed that CYT-18* is fully active 

in tyrosyl-adenylation, which measures the number of TyrRS active sites, and that it 

functions similarly to full-length CYT-18 in both aminoacylation assays with the E. coli 

tRNATyr as substrate and in group I intron splicing assays with the N. crassa mt large subunit 

rRNA (Nc mt LSU) intron as substrate (Figure 3.2). The CYT18 NTDs construct is fully 

active in tyrosyl-adenylation, but as expected, cannot aminoacylate tRNATyr due to the lack of 

the CTD (Figure 3.2A and 3.2B) (Mohr et al., 2001).  

Figure 3.3 shows SAXS curves for all three proteins, and Table 3.1 summarizes size 

parameters calculated from the SAXS curves, including the protein molecular weight; the 

maximum dimension of the particle (Dmax); and the radius of gyration (Rg), which is the 

root mean square distance to the center of mass of a particle and provides an estimate of 

the overall particle size (Petoukhov et al., 2007). For all three proteins, Kratky plots of 

the SAXS data a bell shape curve with a distinct peak, indicative of a folded globular 

protein (Figure 3.3). 
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Focusing first on the CYT-18 NTDs protein, the scattering curve overlays well with 

a theoretical scattering curve calculated from the previous CYT-18 NTDs crystal structure 

(Paukstelis et al., 2005) using CRYSOL (Svergun et al., 1995) (χ = 1.9; Figure 3.4A, top 

curve). The SAXS curve gave an estimated molecular weight of 84.4 kDa, consistent with 

the molecular weight estimated from the protein sequence (89.6 kDa), and calculated Rg 

and Dmax values of 35.6 and 123 Å, respectively (Table 3.1). The latter values agree well with 

the Rg and Dmax values calculated from the crystal structure using CRYSOL (35.2 and 125 Å, 

respectively). The distance distribution function P(r) for the CYT-18 NTDs displays a 

single peak with a tail (Figure 3.4B), a pattern indicative of a protein having an elongated 

structure (Svergun and Koch, 2003). Ab initio models of the CYT-18 NTDs were built 

from the SAXS data by simulated annealing of either dummy atoms by DAMMIN 

(Figure 3.4C-E) or a chain-like ensemble of dummy residues by GASBOR (Figure 3.5) 

(Svergun, 1999; Svergun et al., 2001). Both models are consistent in shape with the high-

resolution structure of this protein as shown by the superposition of the crystal structure 

and SAXS envelopes (χ = 1.8 for both the DAMMIN and GASBOR models; Figure 3.4C 

and Figure 3.5). We conclude that the solution structure of the CYT-18 NTDs in similar to 

that in the crystal structure (Paukstelis et al., 2005).  

Along the same lines, the SAXS data measured for the isolated CTD overlays well with 

a theoretical scattering curve calculated from a homology model of CYT-18’s CTD 

constructed from the NMR structure of the A. nidulan CTD using I-TASSER (χ = 2.8; 

Figure 3.4A, middle curve) (Roy et al., 2010). The molecular weight of 13.3 kDa estimated 
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from the scattering data (Table 3.1) indicates that the CTD is monomeric in solution. The Rg 

and Dmax values for the CTD calculated from the SAXS data (17.7 and 62 Å, respectively) are 

in good agreement with those for the I-TASSER model (17.0 and 55.9 Å, respectively; Table 

3.1). Additionally, the ab initio models of the CYT-18 CTD built from the SAXS data are 

superpose well with the homology model ((χ = 1.7 and 2.2 for the DAMMIN or GASBOR 

models, respectively; Figure 3.4D and Figure 3.5, respectively). Thus the SAXS analysis 

indicates that the CYT-18 CTD folds independently of the remainder of the protein in 

solution and that the I-TASSER model provides a good representation of the structure of the 

CYT-18 CTD in solution. The latter finding validates the use of the I-TASSER model in 

building high-resolution structures of CYT-18* from the SAXS data (see below). 

CYT-18* is the first CYT-18 protein to be investigated structurally that contains both 

the NTDs and CTD. The Rg and Dmax values from the CYT-18* scattering data are 46.9 and 

170 Å, respectively, both larger than that for the CYT-18 NTDs, as expected. The molecular 

weight for this protein estimated from the SAXS data is 119 kDa, confirming that CYT-18* 

is a dimer in solution (Table 3.1). Ab initio models of the CYT-18* homodimer indicate an 

open conformation with both CTDs extending outward from the NTDs (χ = 1.5 and 2.1 for 

the DAMMIN and GASBOR models, respectively; Figure 3.4E and Figure 3.5). A rigid-

body model of CYT-18* was built by SASREF (Petoukhov and Svergun, 2005). This 

program builds models that fit the SAXS data by simulated annealing using high-resolution 

models of the individual components, in this case the crystal structure of the CYT-18 NTDs 

and the I-TASSER model of the CTD (see above). The SASREF model overlays well with 

the scattering curve (χ = 4.3; Figure 3.4A, bottom curve) and superposes well onto the SAXS 
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envelopes of the ab initio models (χ = 1.5 and 2.1 for the DAMMIN and GASBOR models, 

respectively; Figure 3.4E and Figure 3.5). These findings indicate, the SAXS analysis 

indicates that in the absence of intron RNA, CYT-18* adopts an S-shaped configuration 

with the two CTDs of the homodimer extending outward in opposite orientations. 

3.3 CYT-18 forms a compact structure when bound to a group I intron RNA  

The crystal structure of the CYT-18 NTDs bound to Twort intron RNA indicated 

that the RNA binds asymmetrically across the dimer interface and that the structure of the 

NTDs of CYT-18 does not change substantially upon binding the intron RNA (Paukstelis 

et al., 2008). To elucidate interacting regions and conformational changes of the CTDs 

upon binding to intron RNA, we obtained SAXS data for complexes of both the CYT-18 

NTDs and CYT-18* bound to the Twort group I intron RNA. The experimental scattering 

curve of the CYT-18 NTDs + Twort RNA complex overlays well with the scattering curve 

calculated from the previously determined co-crystal structure of the complex (χ = 4.4; 

Figure 3.6A, top curve), and gave Rg and Dmax values (39.2 and 137 Å respectively) in 

agreement with those calculated from the co-crystal structure (39.1 and 134 Å, 

respectively; Table 3.1). Likewise, a rigid-body model of the CYT-18 NTDs + Twort RNA 

complex built using SASREF shows a good fit to the experimental SAXS curve  (χ = 2.1; 

Figure 3.6B; top curve) and is similar in shape to the co-crystal structure. These findings 

indicate that the CYT-18 NTDs + Twort RNA co-crystal structure is similar to the 

structure of the complex in solution and can be used as a component for structural 

modeling of the CYT-18* + Twort RNA complex from the SAXS data. 
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Finally, the scattering data for the Twort RNA complex with CYT-18*, which contains 

both the NTDs and CTD, gave Rg and Dmax values of 41.9 Å and 146 Å respectively (Figure 

3.6A, bottom curve; Table 1). Notably, the relatively small difference between these values 

and those for the CYT-18 NTDs + Twort complex (Rg and Dmax values of 39.2 Å and 137 Å, 

respectively; Table 3.1) suggests that CYT-18* forms a compact complex with the Twort 

RNA in which the CTDs make a smaller than expected contribution to the overall particle 

dimensions. In agreement with this conclusion, a rigid-body model of the CYT-18* + Twort 

RNA complex built using SASREF indicates that both CTDs are positioned near the Twort 

intron in the complex (Figure 3C). This rigid-body model can be compared to a previous 

model of CYT-18* + Twort built using biochemical data (Paukstelis et al., 2011) (Figure 

3.6). While both the SASREF and biochemical models show that both the CTDs are near 

intron RNA, the SASREF model better fits the experimental scattering data than does the 

biochemical model (χ = 3.7 and 8.8 for the SASREF and biochemical model, respectively, 

Figure 3.6B). In both models, the CTD of one subunit of the CYT-18 homodimer is close to 

and may interact with P2, P6-P6a and P8 of the intron RNA, while the CTD of the other 

subunit is close to and may interact with P4-P5, and P9 of the intron RNA (Figure 3.6C and 

Figure 3.6D). Collectively, the SAXS data indicate that upon binding a group I intron RNA, 

CYT-18* forms a compact complex in which both CTDs of the CYT-18 homodimer clamp 

down to interact with opposite ends of the group I intron RNA. 

3.4 The CYT-18 CTD is a non-specific RNA binding domain 

To investigate how the RNA-binding properties of CYT-18’s CTD enable it to interact 

with the two structurally distinct ends of a group I intron RNA, we analyzed the interaction of 
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the CYT-18 NTDs and the isolated CTD with various RNAs by equilibrium-binding assays 

at 25 °C and 37 °C (Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8, respectively). The RNAs compared were three 

group I introns (N. crassa mt large ribosomal subunit-ΔORF intron (Nc mt LSU); N. crassa 

NADH dehydrogenase subunit 1-ΔORF intron (Nc ND1m); and the Twort intron RNA), a 

group II intron RNA (Lactococcus lactis Ll.LtrB-ΔORF; Ll.LtrB); and poly(U)30, which 

presumably lacks higher-order structure. 

The binding curves for the CYT-18 NTDs to the Nc mt LSU, Nc ND1m, and Twort 

group I intron RNAs were best fit by hyperbolic functions with Kds ranging from 200 to 590 

nM at 25°C (Figure 3.7A-C) and 440 to 740 nM at 37°C (Figure 3.8A-C). The Kd values for 

the Nc ND1m intron are substantially higher than that calculated from previous koff 

measurements, which assumed that the kon of the construct lacking the CTD is the same as 

that for the wild-type protein (71 ± 24 pM) (Mohr et al., 2001). This difference suggests that 

the CTD might make a major contribution to kon by mediating the initial interaction with 

intron RNA substrates. At both temperatures, the strongest binding group I intron RNA was 

the Nc ND1m intron and the weakest was the Nc mt LSU intron, consistent with previous 

findings that the CTD is required for tight binding and splicing of the Nc mt LSU, but not the 

Nc ND1m intron [21]. At 25°C, the CYT-18 NTDs bound the Ll.LtrB group II intron RNA 

with a K1/2 = 240 nM, within the range of Kds for group I intron RNAs, but the binding curve 

was sigmoidal, with n = 1.6, suggesting cooperative and possibly non-specific binding 

(Figure 3.7D), whereas at 37oC, binding of the group II intron RNA was weaker (Kd = 440 
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nM) and the binding curve was hyperbolic (Figure 3.8D). The CYT-18 NTDs did not bind 

appreciably to poly(U)30 at either 25 or 37 °C (Figure 3.7E and 3.8E). 

Surprisingly, the isolated CYT-18 CTD bound group I and II intron RNAs and 

poly(U)30 more strongly than did the CYT-18 NTDs and with similar affinities for all five 

RNAs tested (Figure 3.7). Indeed, the binding curves for the isolated CTD to these radically 

different RNAs were all remarkably similar, each being sigmoidal with K1/2s = 57-64 nM at 

25 °C and 51-77 nM at 37 °C and n = 2.5 to 3.6. The ability of the isolated CTD to bind 

similarly to group I and II intron RNAs, as well as unstructured poly(U)30 indicates that it is a 

non-specific RNA binding domain.  

3.5 The non-splicing S. cerevisiae mtTyrRS binds introns non-specifically via its CTD 

The finding that the CYT-18 CTD is a non-specific RNA-binding domain led us to 

wonder whether an ancestral Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS might have initially bound group I 

intron RNAs non-specifically. To address this question, we turned to the Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae (Sc) mtTyrRS, which is closely related to CYT-18 but branched from the 

Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs just prior to the evolution of splicing activity (Paukstelis and 

Lambowitz, 2008). We compared two constructs that were expressed in E. coli: recombinant 

wild-type Sc mtTyrRS and a derivative lacking the CTD (Sc NTDs). We confirmed that both 

proteins are fully active in tyrosyl-adenylation, indicating correct folding of the catalytic 

domain (Figure 3.2A). Aminoacylation assays showed that the Sc mtTyrRS has higher 

activity with E. coli tRNATyr than does CYT-18, possibly reflecting that the E. coli tRNATyr 

and the Sc mt tRNATyr are more similar to each other than to the Nc mt tRNATyr (Figure 

3.2B). All three tyrosyl-tRNAs share the same N73 identity element (A73) and anticodon, 
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but differ in the N1-N72 identity element at the end of the acceptor stem (G-C in E. coli 

tRNATyr and Sc mt tRNATyr, but A-U in Nc mt tRNATyr) and the length of the variable arm 

(13-14 nt in E. coli tRNATyr and Sc mt tRNATyr, but 16 nt in Nc mt tRNATyr; Figure 3.9) 

(Goodman et al., 1970; Heckman et al., 1979; Sibler et al., 1983).  

Equilibrium binding assays showed that the Sc mtTyrRS, although incapable of splicing 

group I intron RNAs (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008), can bind both the Nc mt LSU 

group I intron RNA and the Ll.LtrB group II intron RNA with Kds = 430 and 440 nM, 

respectively (Figure 3.10A and 3.10B), within the range of Kds for specific binding of CYT-

18 NTDs to group I intron RNAs (see above). However, the similar affinity of the Sc 

mtTyrRS for the group I and group II intron RNAs suggests that its binding to these RNAs is 

non-specific. Strikingly, the ability of the Sc mtTyrRS to bind group I and II intron RNAs 

was entirely dependent upon its CTD, with the Sc NTDs protein showing no detectable 

binding of either intron RNA over the concentration range tested (Figure 3.10A and 3.10B).  

To investigate if the Sc mtTyrRS CTD is a non-specific RNA-binding domain like 

CYT-18’s CTD, we expressed and purified this domain separately including a small segment 

of the upstream linker region (denoted Sc CTD). We then assayed equilibrium binding of the 

Sc CTD to three group I introns (Nc mt LSU, Nc ND1m and Twort), a group II intron 

(Ll.LtrB), and poly(U)30 at 25°C. These assays showed that the Sc CTD is capable of binding 

all the RNAs tested with Kd or K1/2 values ranging from 110 nM to 1 µM (Figure 3.10C). The 

Sc CTD had the highest affinity for the Ll.LtrB group II intron RNA (K1/2 = 110 nM), which 

it bound in a cooperative manner (n = 1.8 ± 0.1), and the lowest affinity for poly(U)30 (K1/2 = 1 

µM; n = 1.6 ± 0.1). Notably, for all RNAs tested, the non-specific binding by the isolated Sc 
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mtTyrRS CTD is 1.5-15 fold weaker than the binding of CYT-18’s CTD to the same RNA 

(K1/2s at 25 °C = 57-64 nM; Figure 3.7). Together, these findings indicate that the CTD of the 

Sc mtTyrRS is also a non-specific RNA-binding domain and that the Sc mtTyrRS binds both 

group I and group II intron RNAs non-specifically via its CTD.  

3.6 Splicing properties of CYT-18-Sc mtTyrRS chimeric proteins 

Finally, we investigated whether the Sc CTD could replace the CYT-18 CTD to 

promote group I intron splicing by making CYT-18/Sc mtTyrRS chimeric proteins. Two 

chimeric constructs were made differing in whether they contain the flexible linker region 

from CYT-18 or the Sc mtTyrRS (Figure 3.11). Chimera 1 consists of the CYT-18 catalytic 

and α-helical domains fused to the Sc CTD via the Sc mtTyrRS linker region, whereas 

chimera 2 contains the same CYT-18 NTDs fused to the Sc CTD via the CYT-18 linker, 

which includes Ins 3. Both chimeric proteins showed tyrosyl-adenylation activity similar to 

wild-type CYT-18, but displayed differences in aminoacylation activity (Figure 3.12A and 

3.12B). Chimera 1, which contains both the Sc mtTyrRS linker and CTD, is similar to the 

yeast Sc mtTyrRS in having higher aminoacylation activity with E. coli tRNATyr than CYT-

18, likely due to its better recognition of the bacterial tRNA (see above). By contrast, chimera 

2, which contains the CYT-18 linker followed by the yeast mtTyrRS CTD, has substantially 

lower aminoacylation activity than CYT-18, indicating that the CYT-18 linker impairs 

charging of E. coli tRNATyr. The findings for chimera 1 indicate that higher TyrRS activity 

with E. coli tRNATyr correlates with presence of the yeast CTD and linker, regions of the 

TyrRS that recognize the tRNA variable arm and anticodon stem, and not with the catalytic 
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domain, which recognizes the acceptor stem N1-N73 base pair (Carter et al., 1986; Quinn et 

al., 1995; Yaremchuk et al., 2002). 

Splicing assays of the Nc mt LSU and ND1m group I introns by the chimeric proteins 

were done with 200 nM intron RNA substrate and 100 nM protein at three different 

temperatures (25°C, 30°C and 37°C) and at either 100 mM KCl (standard condition for 

CYT-18) or a lower salt concentration, 25 mM KCl (Figure 3.12C, 3.13A and 3.13B). 

Splicing assays with the Nc mt LSU intron were also done with higher protein concentration 

(500 nM; protein excess conditions) to compensate for potentially weaker binding of the 

intron RNA by the Sc CTD in the chimeric proteins (Figure 3.13C). These assays showed 

that the chimeric proteins do not detectably splice the Nc mt LSU intron, which requires the 

CYT-18 CTD under any condition tested (Figure 3.12C, 3.13A and 3.13C). The chimeric 

proteins were capable of splicing the ND1m intron, which does not require the CYT-18 CTD 

(Figure 3.12D and 3.13B) but at a slower rate than full-length CYT-18, with the rate 

decreasing further at higher salt conditions (Figure 3.12 E and 3.12F). The slower rate of 

ND1m intron splicing by the chimeric proteins is similar to that found previously for the 

CYT-18 NTDs alone (Mohr et al., 2001), suggesting that it reflects lack of contributing but 

nonessential interactions with the CTD. Interestingly, chimera 2 demonstrates higher splicing 

activity with the ND1m intron than does chimera 1, the reverse of what was found for TyrRS 

activity. This finding suggests that the longer CYT-18-linker region, which is present in 

chimera 2 but not chimera 1, makes a contribution to splicing activity. Together, these results 

indicate that although both the Sc mtTyrRS and CYT-18 CTDs are non-specific RNA-
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binding domains that interact with group I introns, the Sc CTD lacks additional adaptations 

required for group I intron splicing activity. 

3.7 Discussion 

Our results provide insight into the function of CYT-18’s CTD and its contribution to 

the evolution of group I intron splicing activity, highlighting a role for its high non-specific 

binding activity in establishing interactions with different RNA substrates. First, the SAXS 

analysis indicates that the CTDs of both subunits of the free CYT-18 homodimer have a 

preferred orientation in solution extending outward in opposite directions from the NTDs, but 

move inward to bind opposite ends of a group I intron RNA. The relatively fixed orientation 

of the CTDs in the free CYT-18 protein agrees with previous 15N-1H- two dimensional NMR 

analysis showing that the CTDs of the full-length A. nidulans mt and Geobacillus 

stearothermophilus TyrRSs do not tumble independently in solution (Paukstelis et al., 

2011). These findings indicate that the linker between the NTD and CTD is rigid enough to 

establish a fixed orientation of the CTDs in the free protein. Nevertheless, the linker must be 

sufficiently flexible to allow the CTD to bind to group I introns or tRNATyr on opposite sides 

of the catalytic domain, and the SAXS analysis provides the first direct evidence for this 

conformational flexibility by showing the two CTDs of the homodimer swing downward 

from their starting position in the free protein to interact with different regions of a group I 

intron RNA. 

The SAXS analysis and SASREF model of CYT-18* bound to Twort intron RNA 

suggests that the CTD of one subunit binds a region near P2, P6-P6a, P8, while the CTD of 

the other subunit likely interacts with the P4-P5 and P9 region (Figure 3.6C). These 
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interaction sites agree with a previous biochemical model based on site-directed hydroxyl 

radical cleavage assays in which Fe-EPD with a cleavage radius of 25 Å was conjugated to 

single cysteine residues (two sites in the CTD, G493C and C494) (Paukstelis et al., 2011). 

These assays found cleavage sites in the Nc ND1m intron in the P6-P6a, P3-P8 and P5, and 

in P6-P6a and P2 in the Nc mt LSU intron (Myers et al., 2002; Paukstelis et al., 2011). The 

additional cleavages in the Nc mt LSU intron P2 helix, which is considerably longer than P2 

of the Twort or Nc ND1 introns, can be accounted for by its location near P8. The putative 

interaction sites between the CTDs and intron RNA in our SASREF model are also 

consistent with genetic experiments showing that CTD binding can suppress intron RNA 

mutations that impair long-range tertiary interactions P5-L9 and P2-L8 on opposite ends of 

the intron RNA (Chen et al., 2004).  

We were surprised to find that the CTDs of both CYT-18 and the non-splicing yeast 

mtTyrRS are non-specific RNA-binding domains. The isolated CTDs of both proteins bind 

structured group I and group II intron RNAs, or the simple homopolymer, poly(U)30 with 

similar affinities, which were 1.5 to 15-fold stronger for the CYT-18 CTD than for yeast 

mtTyrRS CTD. This non-specific binding by mtTyrRS CTDs contrasts with its presumed 

role in aminoacylation, which based on studies with bacterial TyrRSs includes recognition of 

the variable arm and anticodon bases, which are identity elements in tyrosyl tRNAs 

(Bedouelle et al., 1993; Yaremchuk et al., 2002). 

Although non-specific RNA binding was unexpected for an aaRS domain involved in 

tRNA recognition, yeast and higher eukaryotic aaRSs have been shown previously to have 

appended non-specific RNA-binding domains that are not present in their bacterial 
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counterparts and contribute to aminoacylation efficiency. Thus, the yeast GlnRS has an N-

terminal non-specific binding domain, which when fused to a bacterial GlnRS enabled it to 

functionally replace the yeast enzyme in vivo. Fusion of the S. cerevisiae Arc1 protein, a non-

specific RNA-binding protein that interacts with both the tRNA and aaRS, to the bacterial 

GlnRS also enabled it to functionally replace the yeast GlnRS by increasing binding affinity 

for tRNA (Whelihan and Schimmel, 1997; Wang and Schimmel, 1999). Similarly, some 

higher eukaryotic aaRSs have tandem repeats of a small non-specific RNA-binding motif that 

enhances tRNA binding (Cahuzac et al., 2000). These non-specific RNA binding domains 

are thought to add sufficient binding energy to compensate for relatively weak specific 

binding interactions of aaRSs with tRNA substrates, and it is possible that the non-specific 

binding activity of fungal mtTyrRS CTDs contributes similarly to bolstering specific 

interactions with both group I introns and tRNAs. 

Notably, the ribosomal protein S4-like fold that forms the core of TyrRS CTDs has been 

found in a variety of different proteins that bind structurally different RNA substrates, 

including two families of pseudouridine synthetases, a family of predicted RNA methylases, 

a deaminase domain, a threonyl-tRNA synthetase and a heat-shock protein (Aravind and 

Koonin, 1999; Korber et al., 1999; Staker et al., 2000).  The S4-like fold consists of two α-

helices arranged as a helical hairpin packed against three or four β-sheets.  Connecting two of 

the β-sheets is a characteristic L-shaped loop, which together with the two α-helices is 

termed the αL motif. This motif generally contains clusters of basic and polar residues that 

are capable of interacting with nucleic acid substrates in the different S4-like fold containing 

proteins. In TyrRS enzymes, the αL motif interacts in a region between the variable and 
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anticodon arms (Staker et al., 2000; Volpon et al., 2003). Interestingly, in Pezizomycotina 

mtTyrRSs, the L-shaped loop of the αL motif consists of a smaller loop with an additional 9-

residue α-helix that is part of a novel α-helical bundle absent in bacterial TyrRSs. This α-

helix is predicted to interact with the distal end of the tRNATyr variable arm based on a 

models of tRNA binding (Paukstelis et al., 2011). We suggest that the inherently high non-

specific RNA binding affinity of the S4-like fold was a key factor in enabling it to evolve 

interactions with different RNA substrates. Indeed, the fungal mtTyrRSs provide a dramatic 

example of a case in which the S4-like fold of a single enzyme may bolster specific-binding 

interactions with three different regions of two different RNA substrates, a mt tRNATyr and a 

group I intron RNA. We note that the high non-specific binding affinity of S4-like RNA-

binding domains does not preclude it from engaging in specific-binding interactions with 

RNA substrates, either as a result of further adaptive evolution of the domain or simply by its 

positioning on the substrate via attachment to specific-binding domains or as part of a large 

RNP complex, such as the ribosome. 

Although we find that the Sc mtTyrRS binds group I introns non-specifically via its 

CTD, experiments with chimeric proteins indicate that the Sc mtTyrRS CTD lacks additional 

adaptations required for group I intron splicing. Thus chimeric proteins containing the CYT-

18 NTDs linked to the yeast CTD can efficiently aminoacylate E. coli tyrosyl-tRNA as well 

as splice the Nc ND1 intron, which requires only the NTDs (Mohr et al., 2001). However, 

the chimeric proteins splice the Nc ND1m less efficiently than full-length CYT-18 at a rate 

expected for loss of contributing CTD interactions, and they are unable to splice the Nc mt 

LSU intron, which requires the CTD (Mohr et al., 2001). Additional adaptations of the 
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CYT-18 CTD required to promote splicing could be higher non-specific binding affinity 

and/or specific-binding interactions, potentially including RNA-binding contacts by Ins 3-5, 

which are found in the CTDs of splicing-competent Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS, but not in the 

Sc mtTyrRS (Paukstelis et al., 2011).  

Interestingly, we find that the Sc mtTyrRS and chimeric protein 1, which contains the Sc 

mtTyrRS flexible linker, have substantially higher aminoacylation activity with E. coli 

tRNATyr than does CYT-18 or chimeric protein 2, which contains the CYT-18 flexible linker.  

This higher aminoacylation activity suggest that the Sc mtTyrRS linker contributes to the 

recognition of E. coli tRNATyr, either by contacting the tRNA directly or by facilitating 

binding of the CTD to the variable arm and/or anticodon stem. By contrast, chimeric protein 

2, which contains the longer CYT-18 flexible linker that include Ins 3, splices the Nc mt ND1 

intron more efficiently than does chimera 1. This higher splicing activity could reflect 

specific or non-specific interaction of Ins 3 with the group I intron RNA or increased 

conformational flexibility of the CTD associated with expansion of the linker. 

Finally, our results suggest a scenario of pre-adaptive evolution in which an initial non-

specific interaction between the CTD of an ancestral mtTyrRS and a group I intron RNA was 

fixed by a mutation in the intron RNA that made formation of active ribozyme structure 

dependent upon interaction with the protein. Once fixed, this initial interaction could be 

elaborated by the evolution of further interactions of both the NTD and CTD, which both 

increased the efficiency of splicing and permitted additional intron RNA mutations that 

increased dependence upon the protein for splicing. This adaptive phase in the evolution of 

the NTD and CTD included the acquisition of a series of small insertions, which in the case 
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of the NTD have been shown to function directly in the binding of group I intron RNAs 

(Paukstelis et al., 2008). The surprising finding that the structural adaptations of the NTD 

utilized a non-tRNA-binding surface could reflect that the tRNA-binding site in the 

catalytic domain could not be easily modified to function in group I intron splicing 

without inhibiting mtTyrRS activity, which is essential in an obligate aerobe. 

Alternatively or in addition, the non-tRNA binding side of the NTD may have had a pre-

existing auxillary RNA-binding function, as found for some aaRSs (Beebe et al., 2008; 

Roy and Ibba, 2010). By contrast to the NTD, the regions of the CTD needed for splicing 

activity overlap tRNA-binding regions, potentially requiring co-evolution with both the 

intron RNA and tRNATyr. Indeed, Pezizomycotina mt tRNATyrs have an unusually long 

variable arm (16-18 nts, compared to 13-14 nt for E. coli and S. cerevisiae mt tRNATyr), 

which may be an example of a tRNA feature that co-evolved to accommodate interaction 

of the CTD with group I intron RNAs (Paukstelis et al., 2011). The overlap of tRNA and 

group I intron-binding regions in the CTD also requires the presence of enzymes that 

rapidly degrade excised group I intron RNAs to overcome competitive inhibition of 

mtTyrRS activity by the group I intron RNA, which binds more strongly than does 

tRNATyr (Guo and Lambowitz, 1992; Saldanha et al., 1995b). Finally, we note that 

although the initial interaction of an ancestral fungal mtTyrRS may have involved a 

single group I intron RNA, such as the mt LSU intron, which requires the CTD and is 

dependent upon the mtTyrRS for splicing in all Pezizomycotina fungi examined 

(Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). However, the fungal mtTyrRSs ultimately evolved to 

function in splicing multiple group I introns by recognizing the conserved phosphodiester 
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backbone structure of the catalytic core. This binding mode has the evolutionary 

advantages of enabling the fungal mtTyrRSs to coordinate the splicing of multiple group 

I introns as well as the pre-existing ability to accommodate new group I introns that 

invade genomes as mobile genetic elements. 

3.8 Materials and Methods 

3.8.1 Recombinant plasmids 

Recombinant plasmids used for protein expression in E. coli are derivatives of the T7 

promoter-driven expression vectors pET3a, pET11a, or pET11d (Novagen). pEX560, 

which expresses a wild-type CYT-18 protein (amino acids 33-669), contains the cyt-18 

ORF (nucleotides 97-2010) cloned downstream of the phage T7 promoter in pET3a 

(Kittle et al., 1991). pCYT18/∆C-tail, which expresses CYT-18* (C-terminal truncation of 

non-essential C-tail; amino acids 584-669), was derived from pEX560 by introducing three 

stop codons (TAATAGTAG) after Leu583 by site-directed mutagenesis (QuikChange; 

Agilent Technologies). pHISTEV602 expresses CYT-18 NTDs (C-terminal truncation of 

both the CTD and C-tail; amino acids 424-669), with an N-terminal tobacco etch virus 

(TEV) protease-cleavable 6X His-tag. It was constructed by PCR of pEX560 using 

primers that amplify nucleotides 97-1251 and append NcoI and BamHI sites, and then 

cloning the resulting PCR product between the NcoI and BamHI sites of pET11d. pCYT18-

CTD, which expresses the CYT-18 CTD (amino acids 448-583) with an N-terminal TEV-

cleavable 6X HIS-tag, was constructed by PCR of pEX560 using primers that amplify 

nucleotides 1342-1749 and append NdeI and BamHI sites, and then cloning the resulting 

PCR product between the NdeI and BamHI sites of pET11a. All CYT-18 expression 
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constructs lack the mt targeting sequence (amino acids 1-32). Wild-type CYT-18 and CYT-

18* have an extra N-terminal methionine, while CYT-18 NTDs and CTD have an extra N-

terminal glycine resulting from TEV-protease cleavage of the N-terminal His-tag. 

pHISTEVScTyrRS, which expresses the S. cerevisiae mtTyrRS with an N-terminal 

TEV-cleavable 6X HIS-tag, contains Sc mtTyrRS amino acids 38-492 (lacking the mt target 

sequence, amino acids 1-37) cloned between the Nco1 and BamHI sites of pET11d 

(Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). pHISTEVSc/∆CTD expresses Sc mtTyrRS lacking the 

CTD (denoted Sc NTDs) and was derived from pHISTEVScTyrRS by using site-directed 

mutagenesis to add three stop codons (TAATAATAA) after Asp400. pMAL-ScCTD, 

which expresses the Sc mtTyrRS CTD (denoted Sc CTD), contains Sc CTD (amino acids 

414-492) cloned between the BamHI and HindIII sites of the pMAL-c2t (Kristelly et al., 

2003), a derivative of the pMAL-c2x (New England Biolabs) that expresses the protein 

with an N-terminal maltose-binding protein tag followed by a TEV-protease site.  

Chimeric proteins containing the N-terminal catalytic domain of CYT-18 and the 

CTD of the Sc mtTyrRS were made by overlap PCR. Chimera 1 contains the CYT-18 

NTDs  (amino acids 33-417) fused to the Sc mtTyrRS flexible linker and CTD (residues 

397-492). Chimera 2 contains the CYT-18 NTDs and linker including Ins 3 (residues 33-

451) fused to the Sc mtTyrRS CTD (amino acids 416-492). The chimeric protein ORFs 

were cloned between the BamHI and HindIII sites of pMAL-c2t (see above), enabling the 

expression of fusion proteins with an N-terminal TEV-protease cleavable maltose-

binding protein tag.  
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Recombinant plasmids used for in vitro transcription contain group I or II introns 

cloned downstream of a phage T3 or T7 promoter. pBD5a contains the N. crassa mt large 

subunit rRNA-ΔORF (Nc mt LSU) intron cloned downstream of a T3 promoter in 

pBS(+) (Guo and Lambowitz, 1992). pBD5a linearized with BanI yields a 503-nt 

transcript containing a 65-nt 5' exon, the 388-nt mt LSU intron, and a 50-nt 3'-exon. 

pND1m contains the N. crassa NADH dehydrogenase subunit 1-ΔORF (Nc ND1m) 

intron cloned downstream of a T7 promoter in pUC18 (Wallweber et al., 1997). pND1m 

linearized with NdeI yields a 209-nt transcript containing a 6-nt 5’ exon, the 196-nt ND1 

intron, and a 7-nt 3’ exon. pTWORT-P2 contains a ribozyme derivative of a group I 

intron of the Staphylococcus aureus bacteriophage Twort orf142 gene (intron nucleotides 

9-250) cloned downstream of a T7 promoter in pUC19 (Golden et al., 2005).  pTWORT-

P2 linearized with EarI yields a 242-nt transcript of the Twort ribozyme. pSSltrBΔA 

contains a derivative of the Lactococcus lactis Ll.LtrB-ΔORF intron with a deletion of 

the branch-point nucleotide to prevent splicing during incubations cloned downstream of 

a T7 promoter in pUC19 (Mohr et al., 2013). Transcription of a DNA template made by 

PCR of the pSSltrBΔA plasmid (forward primer 5’-

ATGAATTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGTTATAATTATCCTTACACATCCATA

AC and reverse primer 5’-CGCTGCAGAATTGATATCAAAAATGATATG) yields an 

807-nt transcript containing a 28-nt 5’ exon, the 749-nt intron, and a 30-nt 3’ exon.  
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3.8.2 Protein expression and purification 

Proteins were expressed from the recombinant plasmids indicated above in E. coli 

HMS174(DE3) (CYT-18, CYT-18* and CYT-18 NTDs); BL21(DE3) (CYT-18 CTD, 

chimera 1 and chimera 2); or RosettaTM 2(DE3) (EMD Millipore) (Sc mtTyrRS, Sc NTDs 

and Sc CTD). Overnight cultures of fresh transformants were inoculated into LB media, and 

the proteins expressed via auto-induction (Studier, 2005). Cells expressing CYT-18 and 

CYT-18* were grown at 35°C overnight with shaking at 260 rpm. Cells expressing all other 

proteins were grown at 37°C for 4 h then shifted to 25°C overnight with shaking at 260 rpm. 

Wild-type CYT-18 and CYT-18* were purified as described (Paukstelis et al., 2008; 

Saldanha et al., 1995b). Briefly, cells were lysed by incubation with lysozyme at 1 mg/ml 

for 30 min followed by polyethyleneimine precipitation to remove nucleic acids, and 

ammonium sulfate precipitation (Saldanha et al., 1995b). The ammonium sulfate pellet was 

dissolved in 500 mM KCl, 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 and then dialyzed overnight in 25 mM 

KCl, 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5. The protein was purified from dialysate by using a HiTrapTM 

SP XL cation exchange column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) followed by a size-exclusion 

column (HiLoadTM 16/60 SuperdexTM 200; GE Healthcare Life Sciences) (Paukstelis et 

al., 2008). 

The HIS-tagged proteins CYT-18 NTDs, CYT-18 CTD, Sc mtTyrRS and Sc NTDs were 

purified similarly, except that the ammonium sulfate pellet was dissolved in 500 mM KCl, 25 

mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, and 30 mM imidazole, and the proteins were purified by nickel-

affinity chromatography using a HisTrap™ HP column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) 

(Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). The 6X HIS-tag was then removed by TEV protease-
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cleavage in dialysis buffer to remove imidazole (500 mM KCl, 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 5 

mM DTT). This step was followed by an additional round of nickel affinity chromatography 

and then size-exclusion chromatography (HiLoadTM 16/60 SuperdexTM 200; GE Healthcare 

Life Sciences). 

The maltose-binding protein (MalE) fusions MalE-ScCTD, MalE-chimera 1 and MalE-

chimera 2 were purified by polyethyleneimine precipitation of nucleic acids, as described for 

CYT-18, and then loaded onto an amylose affinity column (New England Biolabs) in buffer 

containing 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 500 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 10% 

glycerol followed by elution with 10 mM maltose.  The proteins were further purified using a 

heparin-sepharose column (HiTrap™ heparin HP column, GE Healthcare Life Sciences) in 

buffer containing 300 mM KCl, 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 1 mM DTT and 1 mM EDTA and 

eluted with a salt gradient of 300 mM to 1.5 M KCl in the same buffer. The final purification 

step was size-exclusion chromatography (HiLoadTM 16/60 SuperdexTM 200; GE Healthcare 

Life Sciences) in 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 200 mM KCl and 10% glycerol.  

Proteins used for SAXS were stored in splicing buffer (100 mM KCl , 5 mM MgCl2, 10 

mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 5% glycerol) at -80°C.  Proteins used for biochemical assays were 

dialyzed into 100 mM KCl, 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, and 50% glycerol and stored at -80°C. 

Protein yields ranged from 14 to 44 mg/L (monomer concentrations), and all proteins were > 

99% pure as judged by SDS-polyacrylamide gels stained with Coomassie blue. Protein 

concentrations were determined by measuring A280 under denaturing conditions (6 M 

guanidine hydrochloride). Concentrations of wild-type CYT-18 and C-terminal truncations 

refer to the homodimer while CYT-18 CTD concentrations refer to the monomer. 
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3.8.3 Preparation of RNA substrates for SAXS and biochemical assays 

Intron-containing RNA substrates for SAXS and biochemical assays were transcribed 

from the linearized recombinant plasmids indicated above. The Twort intron for SAXS 

was synthesized by large-scale in vitro transcription reactions (10-30 ml) with phage T7 

polymerase at 37°C in reaction buffer containing 40 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.1, 1 mM 

spermidine, 10 mM DTT, 8 mM rNTPs, and 15 mM MgCl2. Transcription reactions were 

incubated at 37°C for 8 h and terminated by adding 50 mM EDTA followed by extraction 

with phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1; phenol-CIA). The RNA was then 

purified through a 5-ml HiTrapTM desalting column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) and a 

size exclusion column (HiLoadTM 16/60 SuperdexTM 200; GE Healthcare Life Sciences). 

T7 polymerase for the large-scale transcriptions was expressed with an N-terminal 6X 

HIS-tag from pRC9 and purified as described (He et al., 1997). 

Labelled Nc mt LSU, Nc ND1m and Twort RNAs for equilibrium binding assays 

were synthesized using a MAXIscript® transcription kit (Life Technologies) with the 

UTP concentration changed from the recommended manufacturer’s protocol (0.5 mM 

UTP final) to 10 µM UTP to obtain higher specific activity transcripts (300 Ci/mmol). 

The Ll.LtrB group II intron was synthesized by using a mutant T7 polymerase that reads 

through a transcription termination site within the intron (Lyakhov et al., 1997) in 

reaction medium containing 40 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.9, 6 mM MgCl2, 10 mM DTT, 2 mM 

spermidine, 1 mM GTP, 1 mM CTP, 1 mM ATP, 250 nM UTP and 1 µM [α-32P]UTP 

(3,000 Ci mmol-1; Perkin Elmer). After transcription and DNase treatments 

(MAXIscript® transcription kit; Life Technologies), transcripts were purified by 
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extraction with phenol-CIA, followed by gel filtration through two consecutive 1-ml 

Sephadex G-50 columns (Sigma-Aldrich).  

Labelled intron-containing RNA substrates for splicing reactions were transcribed 

from linearized DNA template using a MEGAscript® transcription kit (Life 

Technologies) with a final concentration of 1 µCi [α-32P]UTP (3,000 Ci mmol-1; 

PerkinElmer). The Nc mt LSU intron was synthesized by in vitro transcription of pBD5a 

(BanI digested) using a MEGAscript® T3 kit, while the Nc ND1m intron was 

synthesized by in vitro transcription of pND1m (NdeI digested) using a MEGAscript® 

T7 kit. The intron RNAs were purified as described above. 

The poly(U)30 oligonucleotide used for binding assays was synthesized and HPLC-

purified by Integrated DNA Technologies. The oligonucleotide was dissolved in 10 mM 

HEPES pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA and stored at a concentration of 25 µM. For equilibrium-

binding assays, 25 pmoles of the oligonucleotide was 5’-end labeled with [γ-32P] ATP 

using T4 kinase (New England Biolabs) and then purified by phenol-CIA extraction 

followed by desalting through a Sephadex G-25 column. 

3.8.4 SAXS data collection and analysis 

Proteins and RNAs used for SAXS analysis were prepared as described above. RNA-

protein complexes were formed by mixing protein dimer and RNA at a molar ratio of 1:1 

in 1.2 ml of 100 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, and 5% glycerol. After 

incubation at room temperature for 15 min, RNP complexes were purified by size-

exclusion chromatography (Hi-LoadTM 16/60 SuperdexTM 200 column; GE Healthcare Life 
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Sciences) in the splicing buffer described above. RNP complexes and proteins for SAXS 

analysis were concentrated in Amicon Ultra-4 centrifugal filter units (EMD Millipore) 

and frozen for storage at -80°C. The splicing buffer used in the size-exclusion 

chromatography was used as a solvent blank for SAXS. 

SAXS data were collected on beamline 12-ID-C at the Advanced Photon Source 

(Argonne, IL). Each sample had 20 1-sec exposures taken at a sample-to-detector 

distance of 2.0 m, covering a momentum transfer range of 0.007 < q < 0.35 Å-1. Samples 

were continuously passed through the beam using a flow-cell to minimize radiation 

damage. The 20 consecutive exposures were compared and showed no change in 

scattering intensity, indicating no radiation damage. Radially averaged scattering data 

were buffer subtracted and analyzed with the ATSAS data analysis software (Petoukhov 

et al., 2007) and IGOR-Pro (WaveMetrics). Scattering curves were displayed as the 

scattering intensity (I(q)) as a function of momentum transfer  q = (4πsinθ)/λ, where λ is 

the wavelength of the incident X-ray beam and θ is half the angle between the incident 

and scattering radiation. SAXS data were obtained for least three different concentrations 

of each protein and checked for aggregation and interparticle interference by examination 

of the Guinier region (Jacques and Trewhella, 2010).  Guinier plots (log(I(q)) vs. log(q)) 

were checked for linearity in the Guinier region, a diagnostic of sample quality. For 

globular proteins, the Guinier approximation is valid for qRg< 1.3. The q range used for 

SAXS analysis was 0.015 < q < 0.3 Å-1 for CYT-18 protein constructs and 0.02 < q < 0.3 

Å-1 for CYT-18 + Twort complexes. The I(0) and Rg (radius of gyration) were calculated 

using the Guinier approximation for scattering intensity (I(q)) according to the equation:  
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    I(q) = I(0) exp([-q2Rg
2]/3) 

I(0) and Rg  were also computed from the scattering curve by using the indirect Fourier 

transform program AUTOGNOM, which additionally provides an estimate of the 

maximum particle dimension (Dmax) from the pair distance distribution function P(r) 

(Petoukhov et al., 2007). The Rg values determined by using the Guinier approximation 

were consistent with those determined by AUTOGNOM. Molecular weights were 

calculated by comparing the extrapolated forward scattering at zero angle, I(0), with that 

of a protein standard, bovine serum albumin (BSA), by using the equation: 

    MMp = (I(0)p/cp) x MMst/(I(0)st/cst) 

where MMp and MMst are the molecular weights of protein sample and protein standard, 

respectively, cp and cst are their concentrations in g/L and I(0)p and I(0)st are the forward 

scattering intensities of protein and standard, respectively. Agreement with the calculated 

molecular weights of protein samples indicates sample quality and monodispersity 

(Jacques and Trewhella, 2010).  Experimental scattering curves were compared with 

theoretical scattering curves calculated by the program CRYSOL (for qmax < 0.3) from the 

crystal structures of those macromolecules with known atomic structures (CYT-18 

NTDs, CYT-18 NTDs + Twort, CYT-18 CTD homology model) (Svergun et al., 1995). 

3.8.5 SAXS ab initio shape reconstructions 

Ab initio shape reconstructions were done by using GASBOR and DAMMIN (for 

qmax < 8/Rg), which use simulated annealing methods to build low resolution protein 

models from beads or dummy residues, respectively (Svergun, 1999; Svergun et al., 

2001). GASBOR represents the protein as a chain-like ensemble of dummy residues 
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equal to the number of residues in the protein. The final GASBOR model was chosen as 

the one with the lowest NSD value after running DAMSEL to compare 10 models from 

independent GASBOR runs (Vladimir V. Volkov, 2003). The program DAMMIN uses 

dummy beads packed into a sphere with the beads determined to be either protein or 

solvent. The final DAMMIN model was obtained by using the DAMAVER program 

suite to align 10 models from independent DAMMIN runs and produce an averaged 

model. The average model was further refined using DAMMIN to produce the final 

model (Vladimir V. Volkov, 2003). No symmetry was specified for the building of CYT-

18 NTDs or CYT-18 CTD models, while P2 symmetry was specified for the CYT-18 

NTDs based on the CYT-18 NTDs crystal structure is available. DAMMIN and 

GASBOR models of CYT-18* built with or without P2 symmetry enforced produced 

similar models. 

3.8.6 Rigid-body modeling  

Rigid-body models of CYT-18* by itself and of CYT-18* and the CYT-18 NTDs 

bound to Twort RNA were built by using SASREF, which employs a simulated annealing 

method to place the ensemble of subunits in orientations that minimize the discrepancy 

between the calculated SAXS profile and the experimental SAXS data (Petoukhov and 

Svergun, 2005). To build models of CYT-18*, a homology model of CYT18 CTD 

(residues 448-583) was generated by I-TASSER (Roy et al., 2010), using the A. nidulans 

CTD NMR structure (PDB:2KTL) as a template for modeling (Paukstelis et al., 2011). 

The confidence (C-score) and TM-scores of the CYT-18 CTD homology model, which are 

indicators of model quality, are high at 0.98 and 0.85, respectively, indicating that the CYT-
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18 CTD model is reasonable. This CYT-18 CTD model and available high-resolution 

crystal structures for CYT-18 NTDs + Twort RNA (PDB: 2RKJ) were used for rigid-body 

modeling.  A contact distance restraint of 40 Å was provided between the C-terminus of the 

CYT-18 NTDs and the N-terminus of the CYT-18 CTD as they are connected via a long 

flexible linker of 37 residues. The final SASREF models were chosen from among 10 

independently derived models based on the best fit to the experimental scattering data as 

indicated by a low χ value (Petoukhov and Svergun, 2005). 

3.8.7 Tyrosyl-adenylation and TyrRS assays 

Tyrosyl-adenylation assays were done by incubating 100 nM protein in a 50-µl 

reaction containing 5 mM ATP, 100 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 144 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 

2 mM DTT, 0.1 mg/ml BSA (New England Biolabs), 0.1 unit of yeast inorganic 

phosphatase (New England Biolabs) and 5 µCi of L-[3,5-3H]-tyrosine (53 Ci mmol-1; 

Amersham Biosciences Corp.) (Mohr et al., 2001). Reactions were initiated by adding 

protein and incubated at 30°C for 10 min. Reactions were terminated by adding 1 ml of 

reaction medium and immediately filtering through a nitrocellulose membrane to trap 

protein bound tyrosyl-adenylate. Radioactivity was measured by Beckman Coulter LS 

6500 scintillation counter using Ready Protein scintillation cocktail (Beckman).  

Aminoacylation assays were done as described previously with protein 

concentrations normalized to tyrosyl-adenylation activity (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 

2008). Reactions of 120 µl contained 100 nM protein and 6 µM E. coli tRNATyr (Sigma-

Aldrich) in 100 mM KCl, 15 mM MgCl2, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 5 mM ATP and 10 
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mM L-tyrosine (a 1:10 mixture of L-[3,5-3H]Tyrosine and unlabeled L-tyrosine). 

Reactions were initiated by adding protein and incubated at 30°C. For time courses, 20-µl 

portions were removed after times ranging from 2 to 60 min, and the reaction terminated 

by precipitation with 0.8 ml of 10% trichloroacetic acid and 20 mM sodium 

pyrophosphate. Reactions were filtered through Whatman 3MM filter paper to collect 

precipitates, washed 3 times with 5% trichloroacetic acid and 20 mM sodium 

pyrophosphate, washed with 2 ml 95% ethanol, dried, and quantified by using a Beckman 

Coulter LS 6500 scintillation counter as above.  

3.8.8 Equilibrium-binding assays 

32P-labeled RNAs (5 pM) were incubated with increasing concentrations of protein in 

a 50-µl reaction containing 100 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 5 mM 

DTT, 0.1 mg/ml BSA and 10% glycerol at either 25°C (Figure 3.7  and Figure 3.10) or 

37°C (Figure 3.8). Binding reactions were initiated by adding 10 µl protein and 

terminated after 30 min by filtering 10 µl of the reaction through a nitrocellulose 

membrane (Amersham Hybond ECL nitrocellulose; GE Healthcare Life Sciences) 

backed by a nylon membrane (Amersham Hybond-N+; GE Healthcare Life Sciences). 

The nitrocellulose membrane retains protein-bound RNA and the nylon membrane retains 

free RNA. The end point (30 min) was chosen after determining that different incubations 

times (20, 30 or 60 min) gave indistinguishable results for all proteins assayed. After 

application of samples, the membranes were washed three times with 20-µl wash buffer 

containing 100 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, and 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5. The membranes 
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were then dried and quantified using a PhosphorImager and the program ImageQuant 

(GE Healthcare Life Sciences). 

3.8.9 RNA splicing assays 

Splicing time courses for the Nc mt LSU and Nc ND1m introns were done by pre-

incubating 32P-labeled precursor intron RNA (50 nM or 200 nM) with protein (25 or 100 

nM) in a 100-µl reaction containing 100 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 

7.5, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mg/ml BSA and 10% glycerol for 10 min on ice followed by 5 min 

at reaction temperature. Reactions were initiated by adding 1 mM GTP-Mg2+. Portions (8 

µl) were removed at different times, and the reaction terminated by adding 50 mM 

EDTA, followed by phenol-CIA extraction and mixing 10 µl of sample with 10 µl of gel 

loading dye  (95 % formamide, 0.02 % SDS, 0.02 % bromophenol blue, 0.01% xylene 

cyanol and 1 mM EDTA). End-point splicing assays were done similarly in reaction 

medium containing 25 or 100 mM KCl for 60 min. Samples were analyzed by 

electrophoresis in a denaturing 4% polyacrylamide gel, which was dried and quantified 

with a PhosphorImager, and data were analyzed by using ImageQuant TL. Splicing 

assays comparing wild-type CYT-18 and chimera CYT-18/Sc mtTyrRS proteins were 

done similarly with higher protein (100 nM or 500 nM dimer) and intron RNA (200 nM) 

concentrations. 
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Sample Guinier Rg 
(Å)a 

GNOM Rg 
(Å)a 

Dmax       
(Å)b  

MW – 
sequence 
(kDa)c 

MW – 
SAXS 
standard  
(kDa)d 

CRYSOL 
Rg (Å) 

CRYSOL 
Dmax (Å) 

CYT-18 
NTDs 

35.6 ± 0.2 36.7 ± 0.1 123 89.6 84.4 ± 4.7 35.2 125 

CYT-18 CTD 17.7 ± 0.4 18.1 ± 0.1 62 14.8 13.3 ± 0.7 17.0 55.9 

CYT-18* 46.9 ± 0.8 47.7 ± 0.1 170 122 119 ± 6 __ __ 

CYT18 
NTDs 
+ Twort RNA 

39.2 ± 0.1 39.3 ± 0.1 137 161 __ 39.1 134 

CYT-18* + 
Twort RNA 

41.9 ± 0.1 41.8 ± 0.1 146 194 __ __ __ 

a Radius of gyration calculated from the SAXS data by using the Guinier approximation or  
AUTOGNOM. Error estimates are the standard error of the linear regression and standard  
deviation, respectively.  
b Dmax values estimated by using the indirect transform program AUTOGNOM.  
c Molecular weight calculated from protein and RNA sequence. 
d Molecular weight calculated from SAXS data by comparison with the protein standard 
 bovine serum albumin. Error estimates are for propagation of standard error calculated 
 for I(0)/c from linear regression, where I(0) is the forward scattering intensity and c is the 
concentration of protein in g/L. 

 
 
 
Table 3.1: Size parameters determined from SAXS data 
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Sample DAMMIN GASBOR 
χ a NSDb χ a NSDb 

CYT-18 NTDs 1.8 0.63 ± 0.03 1.8 1.10 ± 0.02 
CYT-18 CTD 1.7 0.49 ± 0.02 2.2 0.78 ± 0.02 
CYT-18* 1.5 0.61 ± 0.01  2.1 1.52 ± 0.04 
a The discrepancy value (χ) describes the fit of the ab initio model to the experimental 
scattering curve. The χ values show a good fit between the models and scatter data with 
values close to 1. 
b The normalized spatial discrepancy value (NSD) describes the similarity between the ab 
inito models produced by DAMMIN or GASBOR. A value closer to zero indicates the 
models are similar while a value > 1 indicates that the models differ from each other.  
 
 
Table 3.2: χ and NSD values for protein ab initio models 
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Figure 3.1: Domain architecture of wild-type N. crassa mtTyrRS and deletion constructs.  
 

(A) Schematic of CYT-18 which consists of N-terminal catalytic and α-helical 
domains (NTDs, blue) that are connected via a flexible linker to a C-terminal tRNA-
binding domain (CTD, red). (B) Domain architecture of the N. crassa (Nc), A. nidulans 
(An) and S. cerevisiae (Sc) mtTyrRS compared to E. coli (Ec) TyrRS. The mitochondrial 
targeting sequence (MT) and C-terminal extension (C-tail) are in white, and 
Pezizomycotina-specific insertions in the NTD and CTD are highlighted with blue and 
red stripes, respectively. Insertions in the Sc mtTyrRS relative to E. coli TyrRS are 
indicated in gray and are not homologous to the Pezizomycotina insertions (Paukstelis 
and Lambowitz, 2008). (C) CYT-18 protein constructs used in this study. The wild-type 
CYT-18 protein corresponds to the full-length mature protein lacking the mitochondrial 
targeting sequence. CYT-18* lacks most of the non-essential C-tail and ends 9 residues after 
Ins 5 (residue 583) matching the short C-tail of the A. nidulans mtTyrRS CTD for which an 
NMR structure was determined (Paukstelis et al., 2011). The CYT-18 NTDs contains the N-
terminal catalytic and α-helical domain and lacks both the CTD and C-tail. The CTD 
construct begins with a few residues of the flexible linker (Ins 3) and ends at the same 
position as CYT-18*. 
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Figure 3.2: Characterization of the CYT-18* construct.  

(A) Tyrosyl-adenylation assays of wild-type CYT-18, CYT-18*, CYT-18 NTDs, Sc 
mtTyrRS, and the Sc NTDs were done at 30°C with the bar graphs show the mean of three 
experiments and the error bars indicating the standard deviation. All CYT-18 and S. 
cerevisiae constructs synthesize tyrosyl-adenylate with a stoichiometry of close to one 
molecule of tyrosyl-adenylate per protein homodimer. (B) Aminoacylation assays of CYT-18 
and S. cerevisiae protein constructs. The plots show the formation of [3H]-Tyr-tRNATyr  

synthesized over time at 30°C (wild-type CYT-18, black; CYT-18*, gray; CYT-18 NTDs, 
blue; Sc mtTyrRS, orange;  Sc NTDs, green; no protein control, black closed circles). The 
assays were done in triplicate with the error bars indicating the standard deviation. (C) and 
(D) Splicing activity of wild-type CYT-18 (black) and CYT-18* (gray) with the Nc mt LSU 
intron at 30οC and 37οC, respectively. Assays were done with 50 nM 32P-labeled precursor 
RNA and 25 nM protein as descried in Materials and Methods. The disappearance of 
unspliced Nc mt LSU RNA precursor is plotted over a time period of 60 min. The assays 
were done in triplicate with the error bars indicating the standard deviation. 
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Figure 3.3: Kratky plots of CYT-18 protein constructs.  

The scattering data for (A) CYT-18 NTDs, (B) CYT-18 CTD and (C) CYT-18* are 
plotted as q2 *I vs. q, where I is the scattering intensity and q is the scattering angle (q = 
4πsin(θ)/λ). The Kratky plots are normalized to the maximum q2 *I  value and show a bell-
shape curve with a distinct peak, indicative of a folded globular protein. 
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Figure 3.4, full caption next page.  
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Figure 3.4: SAXS analysis of the CYT-18 protein constructs. 
 

(A) Scattering profiles for the CYT-18 NTDs, CTD, and CYT-18*. The scattering 
profiles are shown as plots of the log of the scattering intensity (I, arbitrary units (a.u.)) as a 
function of momentum transfer (q = 4πsin(θ)/λ) and are displaced along the y-axis for 
visualization. The top and middle curves show the SAXS data (black) for CYT-18 NTDs 
and CTD overlaid with the expected scattering profiles calculated by CRYSOL from the 
CYT-18 NTDs crystal structure (blue, PDB:1Y42; χ = 1.8) or a CYT-18 CTD homology 
model based on the A. nidulans mtTyrRS CTD NMR structure (red, PDB:2KTL; χ = 2.8), 
respectively. The bottom curve shows the CYT-18* SAXS data (black) overlaid with the 
calculated scattering profile for the CYT-18* SASREF model (gray; χ = 4.3). (B) 
Normalized pair distance distribution functions (P(r)) calculated from the scattering profiles 
by AUTOGNOM of CYT-18 CTD (red), CYT-18 NTDs (blue), and CYT-18* (gray). The 
P(r) curves for the CYT-18 NTDs and CTD are single peaks with a short tail, consistent with 
a protein having a rod-like shape. (C-E) Ab initio models built by DAMMIN, with the fit of 
the SAXS envelope to the corresponding high-resolution structure (CYT-18 NTDs), 
homology model (CYT-18 CTD) or SASREF model (CYT-18*) superimposed by 
SUPCOMB shown below the model (M B Kozin, 2001). The χ values shown in parentheses 
in the figure indicate the fit of the ab initio models to the experimental scattering data. 
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Figure 3.5: Ab initio models of CYT-18 proteins built using GASBOR.  
 

The Figure shows CYT-18 NTDs (blue), CTD (red) and CYT-18* (gray) models 
built by GASBOR, a simulated annealing program which uses a chain-like ensemble of 
dummy residues [39]. The dummy residue representations are shown above, and the low-
resolution SAXS envelopes of the models fit with the CYT-18 NTDs high-resolution 
structure, the CYT-18 CTD homology model, and the CYT-18* SASREF model using 
SUPCOMB are shown below. χ values shown in parentheses indicate the fit of the ab initio 
models to the experimental scattering data. The GASBOR model shown had the lowest NSD 
among 10 calculated models (Table 3.2).   
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Figure 3.6, full caption next page.  
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Figure 3.6: SAXS analysis and rigid body modeling of CYT-18 proteins bound to the 
Twort ribozyme.  
 

(A) and (B) Scattering profiles of the CYT-18 NTDs and CYT-18* bound to the 
Twort ribozyme displaced along the logarithm axis for visualization. (A) shows CRYSOL 
fits of the SAXS curves (black) to theoretical scattering curves calculated from the CYT-
18 NTDs + Twort co-crystal structure (blue; χ = 4.4) and CYT-18 + Twort model 
structure based on biochemical data [30] (gray; χ = 8.8). The CYT-18 NTDs + Twort co-
crystal structure and CYT-18 + Twort biochemical model structure are shown alongside 
the plots together with the radii of gyration (Rg) values calculated from the SAXS data 
and the structures. (B) shows the fits of the SAXS curves (black) to the SASREF models 
of the CYT-18 NTDs + Twort (blue; χ = 2.1) and CYT-18* + Twort (gray; χ = 3.7). The 
SASREF models are shown alongside the plots together with the Rg values calculated 
from the SAXS data and the models. (C) and (D) SASREF and biochemical models of 
the CYT-18 + Twort complex, respectively. Three views of the models are shown with 
the CYT-18 NTDs colored blue and the two CTDs of the homodimer colored red. The 
flexible linker was not modeled and is shown as a dashed line. The Twort group I intron 
RNA is depicted in gray cartoon representation with the P4-P6 domain in orange and the P3-
P9 domain in cyan. Parts of intron RNA regions P2, P5, P6, P6a, P8, and P9 are near and 
potentially interact with the CTDs. 
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Figure 3.7: Equilibrium binding of CYT-18 NTDs and the CTD to various RNAs.  
 

Binding assays of CYT-18 NTDs (blue) or CTD (red) to the (A-C) N. crassa mt 
LSU (Nc mt LSU), N. crassa ND1m (Nc ND1m), and Twort ribozyme group I intron 
RNAs; (D) L. lactis Ll.LtrB group II intron RNA, and (E) poly(U)30. 32P-labeled RNAs 
were incubated with increasing concentrations of protein in reaction medium containing 
100 mM KCl and 5 mM MgCl2 at 25°C for 30 min, a time verified to be sufficient to 
reach equilibrium (see Materials and Methods). The solution was then filtered through a 
nitrocellulose membrane, which retains RNA-protein complexes, backed by a Nylon 
membrane, which retains free RNA, and radioactivity on the filters was determined using 
a PhosphorImager. The plots show the fraction of RNA bound to the nitrocellulose as a 
function of protein concentration with the CYT-18 NTDs-group I intron binding data fit 
to hyperbolic curves and the CYT-18 NTDs-Ll.LtrB and all the CYT-18 CTD-RNA 
binding data fit to sigmoidal curves. Dissociation constant (Kd) or K1/2 values and Hill 
coefficient (n) are shown in each panel and are the mean for three experiments with the 
error bars indicating the standard deviation. Equilibrium-binding assays for the same 
proteins and RNAs at 37°C are shown in Figure S3. 
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Figure 3.8: Equilibrium-binding assays of CYT-18 deletion mutants to various RNAs at 
37°C. 
 

Binding assays comparing the ability of CYT-18 NTDs (blue) and CTD (red) to 
bind (A-C) N. crassa mt LSU (Nc mt LSU), N. crassa ND1m (Nc ND1m), and Twort 
ribozyme group I intron RNAs; (D) L. lactis Ll.LtrB group II intron RNAs and (E) 
poly(U)30. The binding assays were done at 37oC, as described in the legend of Figure 4 
and Materials and Methods. The plots show the fraction of RNA retained on a 
nitrocellulose membrane as a function of CYT-18 NTDs or CYT-18 CTD concentration. 
The binding data for the CYT-18 NTDs to RNAs were fit to hyperbolic curves, while 
CYT-18 CTD binding data to RNAs were fit to sigmoidal curves. Kd or K1/2 values and 
Hill coefficients (n) of the CTD and CYT-18 NTDs are shown in boxes and are the mean 
for three experiments with the error bars indicating the standard deviation. The CYT-18 
CTD binds similarly to all RNAs tested at 37oC, as it did at 25oC. 
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Figure 3.9: Sequence cloverleaf structure diagrams of tRNATyr.  
 

The E. coli (species 1) tRNATyr, S. cerevisiae mt tRNATyr and N. crassa mt 
tRNATyr are shown as cloverleafs with the four major identity elements highlighted. The 
latter are: (1) the N73 nucleotide (purple); (2) the N1-N72 base pair (orange); (3) the 
anticodon (blue); and (4) the variable arm (green). Modified nucleotides are indicated for 
each tRNATyr: D, dihydrouridine; m2,2G, N2,N2-dimethylguanosine; Gm, 2’-O-
methylguanosine; m5C, 5-methylcytidine; (m5G) 5-methylguanosine. i6A, N-6-
isopentenyladenosine; ms2i6A, N6-(delta 2-isopentenyl)-2-methylthioadenosine; ψ, 
pseudouridine; Q, queuosine; T, ribothymidine; s4U, 4-thiouridine. 
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Figure 3.10: Equilibrium binding of the non-splicing S. cerevisiae mtTyrRS and its CTD 
to various RNAs. 
 

(A) and (B) Binding of wild-type CYT-18 (black), CYT-18 NTDs (blue), Sc 
mtTyrRS (orange) and Sc NTDs (green) to the Nc mt LSU group I intron and L. lactis 
Ll.LtrB group II intron, respectively. (C) Binding of the CTD of the yeast mtTyrRS to the 
Nc mt LSU (blue), Nc ND1m (black), and Twort group I introns (pink); the Ll.LtrB 
group II intron (green); and poly(U)30 (purple). Binding assays were done at 25°C as 
described in the legend of Figure 4 and Materials and Methods. Kds or K1/2 values and Hill 
coefficients (n) are shown in boxes in each panel and are the mean for three experiments, 
with the error bars indicating the standard deviations. The Sc NTDs protein showed no 
detectable binding (n.b.) over the protein concentration range tested.  
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Figure 3.11: Sequence alignments showing the junctions regions of chimeric proteins 1 
and 2.   
 

CYT-18 and Sc mtTyrRS C-terminal regions starting from the end of the α-
helical domain were aligned to the chimeric proteins using the multiple sequence 
alignment tool, MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004).  The CYT-18 sequence is in black and the Sc 
mtTyrRS sequence is in green, with regions corresponding to the CYT-18 CTD in red 
boxes. The secondary structure of the CYT-18 CTD predicted by I-TASSER is shown 
above the CYT-18 CTD sequence as either black helices or arrows representing β-sheets. 
The first residues of the CYT-18 and Sc CTD constructs are highlighted in orange, and 
the last residue of the CYT-18* construct highlighted in blue. 
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Figure 3.12: Biochemical analysis of chimeric proteins containing CYT-18 NTDs fused 
to the Sc CTD.  
 

Chimera 1 consists of the CYT-18 NTDs fused to the Sc mtTyrRS linker region 
and CTD, while chimera 2 consists of the CYT-18 NTDs and linker region (including Ins 
3) fused to Sc CTD.  Tyrosyl-adenylation, aminoacylation, and RNA-splicing assays 
were done at 30°C, as described in Materials and Methods. (A) Tyrosyl-adenylation 
activity displayed as a bar graph showing the mean for three experiments, with the error 
bars indicating the standard deviation. (B) Aminoacylation assay showing the formation 
of [3H]-Tyr-tRNATyr over a 60-min time course (wild-type CYT-18, black; chimera 1, purple; 
chimera 2, pink; no protein, black closed circles.) (C) and (D) End-point splicing assays with 
the Nc mt LSU and ND1m group I introns, respectively, for 60 min at 30οC in splicing 
reaction medium containing 25 or 100 mM KCl. Additional end-point splicing assays at 25οC 
and 37οC are shown in Figure S5. (E) and (F) Splicing time courses of the ND1m intron at 
30οC in splicing reaction medium containing 25 mM or 100 mM KCl, respectively. The plots 
show disappearance of precursor RNA as a function of time (wild-type CYT-18, black; 
chimera 1, purple; chimera 2, pink). Abbreviations: E1-E2, ligated exons; E1-I, 5’ exon + 
intron; I, excised intron; I-E2, intron + 3’ exon; P, precursor RNA.  
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Figure 3.13:  Splicing of the N. crassa mt LSU and ND1m group I introns by chimeric 
proteins.  
 

End-point splicing assays of the Nc mt LSU group I intron (panels A and C) or Nc 
ND1m group I intron (panel B) by wild-type CYT-18 and chimeric proteins 1 and 2 
(Chi.1 and Chi. 2, respectively) at two temperatures (25°C or 37°C) and two salt 
concentrations (25 mM or 100 mM KCl). The splicing reactions were done with 200 nM 
32P-labeled RNA and 100 nM protein (panels A and B) or 200 nM 32P-labeled RNA and 
500 nM protein (panel C) for 60 min. The chimeric proteins splice the Nc ND1m intron, 
which is not dependent upon the CYT-18 CTD, but were unable to splice Nc mt LSU 
intron, which is dependent upon the CYT-18 CTD, under any condition tested. The 
splicing of the Nc ND1m intron by the chimeric proteins in 100 mM KCl decreased with 
increasing temperature relative to the wild-type protein, likely reflecting loss of CTD 
interactions that contribute to but are not essential for splicing. Abbreviations: E1-E2, 
ligated exons; E1-I, 5’ exon + intron; I, excised intron; I-E2, intron + 3’ exon; P, precursor 
RNA. 
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Chapter 4: Examining the ancestors of splicing capable mtTyrRSs 

4.1 Introduction 

Phylogenetic analysis suggests that the Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs evolved the 

ability to splice group I introns during or after the divergence of Pezizomycotina and 

Saccharomycotina (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). A comparison of mtTyrRS protein 

sequences from the two fungal subphylums showed that insertions required for group I 

intron splicing activity in Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs (H0 extension and Ins 1-5) are 

mostly lacking in the Saccharomycotina subphylum (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). 

The Saccharomycotina subphylum does exhibit sporadic instances of sequence 

expansions in similar regions to the Pezizomycotina insertions (Paukstelis and 

Lambowitz, 2008). However, these expansions share little sequence similarity to the 

Pezizomycotina insertions (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). All the Saccharomycotina 

species have sequence expansions in the same position as insertion 1 (Ins 1) with a few 

species having an N-terminal extension in the region of the H0 extension and a sequence 

insertion in the region of insertion 3 (Ins 3) or insertion 4 (Ins 4) (Paukstelis and 

Lambowitz, 2008). While previous studies have shown that the Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae mtTyrRS is not capable of splicing group I introns, binding assays described in 

the chapter 3 showed that this Saccharomycotina mtTyrRS can bind group I intron RNAs 

non-specifically (Kd values = 430-440 nM) (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). These 

observations led us to examine reconstructed ancestral proteins of these two large fungal 

subphylums to gain insight into the development of splicing activity by Pezizomycotina 

mtTyrRSs. In collaboration with Dr. Megan Cole and Dr. Eric Gaucher research group 
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atGeorgia Tech., protein sequences of the ancestors of the Pezizomycotina (Peziz.An) 

and Saccharomycotina (Sacch.An) mtTyrRSs as well as the common ancestor of the two 

subphylums (Peziz-Sacch.An) were reconstructed and the proteins biochemically 

characterized (Figure 4.1A).  

4.2 Homology models of the ancestral mtTyrRS proteins 

Reconstruction of the Saccharomycotina mtTyrRS ancestor (Sacch.An) involved 

mtTyrRS protein sequences from 14 species, while the Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS 

ancestor (Peziz.An) was reconstructed from the mtTyrRS sequences of 23 species (Figure 

4.1A, Table 4.1). A protein sequence for the common ancestor of Pezizomycotina and 

Saccharomycotina (Peziz-Sacch.An) was also determined by our collaborators at Georgia 

Tech. A look at the reconstructed ancestral protein sequences showed that the Peziz.An 

protein contains all 5 insertions (Ins 1-5) found in Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs, while the 

Sacch.An and Peziz-Sacch.An proteins have only Ins 1 (Figure 4.1B). Ins 3 of the 

Peziz.An, which is an extension of the linker region between the NTDs and CTD , varies 

greatly in length between the Pezizomycotina enzymes (Paukstelis et al., 2011). This 

longer linker region of Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs compared to bacterial TyrRSs is likely 

important for splicing as the CTDs need to be flexible enough to swing from interacting 

with tRNATyr on one side of the protein to interacting with intron RNA on the other side 

(Paukstelis et al., 2011). Therefore, the final reconstructed Peziz.An sequence chosen for 

further studies was a protein sequence that contained a long Ins 3.  

The final ancestral mtTyrRS protein sequences were trimmed at the N- and C-

termini due to high variability in these regions from the phylogentic sequence 
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reconstruction. The Peziz.An protein sequence starts at the beginning of the H0 extension 

and at the end of Ins 5, while the Sacch.An consists of sequence that aligns to the 

conserved TyrRS protein core. A sequence alignment of the ancestral proteins to a 

representative of the Pezizomycotina subphylum (N. crassa mtTyrRS, CYT-18) and the 

Saccharomycotina subphylum (S. cerevisiae mtTyrRS) is shown in Figure 4.2.  

These reconstructed ancestral sequences were then used to generate homology 

models of the Pezizo.An, Sacch.An and the Peziz-Sacch.An proteins. To make homology 

models of the ancestral proteins the I-TASSER server, which is ranked the number 1 

server in protein structure prediction in CASP10 competition (2012 Critical Assessment 

of Techniques for Structure Prediction competition), was used (Roy et al., 2010). The 

structure of CYT-18 was provided as a template to guide model building. The C- and 

TM-scores, which indicate the quality of the homology models produced, were within the 

range expected for well-predicted models (Table 4.2). The C-score values ranged from -

0.22 to 0.60, which are on the higher end of the -5 to 2 scale where a higher value 

indicates greater confidence. The TM-scores ranged from 0.68 to 0.79 and were greater 

than 0.5, which indicates a model of correct topology (Table 4.1). These scores provide 

confidence in the homology models of the ancestral mtTyrRSs produced by I-TASSER.  

The homology models of all three ancestral proteins are shown in figure 4.3 with 

the insertions colored in magenta. In the Peziz.An protein, the H0 extension is observed 

to be a helix and is structurally similar to the extant Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs whose 

structures have been solved (An NTDs, Cp NTDs and CYT-18) (Paukstelis et al., 2005). 

Ins 1 is an expanded helix followed by a loop while Ins 2 and Ins 4 are all extended loops 
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lacking secondary structure. This structures are similar to those observed in extant 

Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs compared in chapter 2. Ins 3 is an expansion of the linker and 

consists largely of two small helices connected by a loop while Ins 5 is a short loop 

followed by a helix. Ins 3 is not entirely visible in the mtTyrRS structures solved to date 

and therefore can not be compared. Ins 5, however, in the Peziz.An protein consists of 

only one α-helical element, unlike Ins 5 of the A. nidulans CTD which consists of two α-

helices. In the Sacch.An and Peziz-Sacch.An proteins, Ins 1, the only insertion present in 

these proteins, is an extended loop. This is unlike current solved mtTyrRS structures from 

humans and Pezizomycotina species where Ins 1 is an expansion of helix 5 (Bonnefond et 

al., 2007; Paukstelis et al., 2005). These homology models show that the ancestral protein 

core is fairly similar in structure to solved mtTyrRS structures while the insertions show 

some variability (Bonnefond et al., 2007; Brick and Blow, 1987; Paukstelis et al., 2005; 

Qiu et al., 2001).   

A look at the electrostatic surface potentials of the intron-binding surface of the 

ancestral proteins suggests an interesting scenario for the evolution of splicing activity by 

the Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs. Figure 4.4 shows the electrostatic surface potentials of the 

NTDs of bacterial TyrRSs and CYT-18 compared to the ancestral protein NTDs. The 

Peziz.An NTDs shares the basic intron-binding surface characteristic to Pezizomycotina 

mtTyrRS while the intron-binding surface of the Sacch.An NTDs is similar to that of the 

bacterial enzymes in being substantially less basic. Interestingly, the electrostatic surface 

potential of the Peziz-Sacch.An NTDs suggests that though the protein lacks most of the 

insertions, it has a broad basic surface on the intron-binding side of the mtTyrRS. The 
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Peziz-Sacch.An protein, therefore, may have been capable of binding and interacting with 

RNA. This suggests an evolutionary scenario where the intron-binding surface of the 

catalytic domain of the common ancestor of the two fungal subphylums was already 

basic, conferring some ability to interact with group I intron RNA that was further 

expounded in the Pezizomycotina subphylum and resulted in splicing activity. The 

Saccharomycotina subphylum, however, lost this ability to interact with RNA along this 

intron-binding surface as the Sacch.An protein lacks this basic surface. To test this 

hypothesis, I expressed the Peziz.An and Peziz-Sacch.An proteins from synthesized 

genes and characterized them biochemically.  

4.3 Ancestral mtTyrRS expression, purification and activity assays 

Initial attempts to express and purify the ancestral mtTyrRS proteins via an N-

terminal hexahistidine tag gave inactive Peziz.An protein and insoluble Peziz-Sacch.An 

protein. Though the Peziz.An protein expressed well in E. coli with an N-terminal 

hexahistidine tag, tyrosyl-adenylation assays showed that only 3% of the protein was 

active (data not shown).  

To encourage solubility and folding, the ancestral proteins were expressed with a 

cleavable N-terminal maltose-binding protein (MBP) tag. Additionally, expression of the 

Sacch.An protein required an N-terminal leader sequence consisting of the first 21 

residues of the S. cerevisiae mtTyrRS. The MBP-tagged Peziz.An and Peziz-Sacch.An 

proteins expressed well in E. coli and were soluble. The ancestral proteins were purified 

by amylose affinity chromatography and heparin sepharose chromatography followed by 

size-exclusion chromatography.  The resulting purified Peziz.An was 7-fold more active 
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in tyrosyl-adenylation assays (0.22 mol tyrosyl-adenylate per mol protein dimer) than 

protein purified using the previous method (0.03 mol tyrosyl-adenylate per mol dimer) 

(Figure 4.5 A). The Sacch.An protein had tyrosyl-adenylation capabilities similar to 

CYT-18 with a stoichiometry of approximately 1 mol of tyrosyl-adenylate synthesized 

per mol protein dimer. Aminoacylation assays showed that both ancestral proteins were 

capable of charging tRNATyr (Figure 4.5 B). While the Peziz.An protein aminoacylated 

tRNATyr in similar levels to CYT-18, the Peziz-Sacch.An protein was not as efficient. 

These data show that the reconstructed ancestral proteins are functional mtTyrRSs and, 

therefore, characterization of their binding and splicing properties can provide clues to 

the evolution of bifunctional mtTyrRSs.   

4.4 Splicing assays with ancestral mtTyrRSs 

I next tested the ability of the ancestral mtTyrRS proteins to splice group I 

introns. The group I introns chosen for splicing assays were the N. crassa ND1m (Nc 

ND1m) and A. nidulans mt LSU (An mt LSU) introns. Previous studies showed that the 

Nc ND1m intron can be spliced by multiple Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs (An, Cp and Hc 

mtTyrRSs and CYT-18) and therefore is a good candidate to test the splicing ability of 

ancestral mtTyrRSs (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). Studies of CYT-18 have also 

shown that different group I introns are dependent on different sets of interactions with 

the protein (Mohr et al., 2001). The Nc ND1m intron does not require the CTD but 

requires the H0 extension for splicing while the reverse is true for splicing of the Nc mt 

LSU group I intron (Mohr et al., 2001). Therefore, in addition to using the Nc ND1m 

intron to test the splicing abilities of the ancestral mtTyrRSs, a mt LSU group I intron 
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was also chosen. A comparison of mt LSU introns from A. nidulans, C. posadasii and H. 

capsulatum showed that unlike the N. crassa mt LSU intron, the An mt LSU intron could 

be spliced by multiple mtTyrRSs and is thus a good candidate for splicing assays 

(Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008).  

Splicing assays of 32P-labelled group I intron RNAs by the ancestral mtTyrRSs 

were conducted at multiple temperatures (25°C, 30°C and 37°C) and at the standard 

CYT-18 salt concentration (100 mM KCl and 5 mM MgCl2) and a lower concentration 

(25 mM KCl and 5 mM MgCl2) to allow for weaker binding interactions. A high protein 

concentration of 500 nM was used to ensure binding. The splicing assays showed that the 

Nc ND1m intron could be spliced by CYT-18, as expected, but not by the Peziz-

Sacch.An protein, which lacks all insertions expect for Ins 1 (Figure 4.6 C). 

Unexpectedly, however, the Pezizomycotina ancestral protein was also unable to splice 

the Nc ND1m intron. Splicing assays also showed that while CYT-18 could splice the An 

mt LSU intron, neither ancestral proteins could not splice the An mt LSU intron (Figure 

4.6 D). The Sacch.An and Peziz-Sacch.An proteins were expected to be incapable of 

splicing intron RNA as they lack insertions. However, despite the Peziz.An protein 

having all five insertions, it is incapable of splicing the group I introns tested (Figure 4.1 

A). The lack of splicing may reflect that the reconstructed Peziz.An protein does not 

faithfully reproduce the actual ancestral protein, despite its relatively high TyrRS activity, 

Alternatively, the Nc ND1m and An mt LSU introns may have co-evolved to be 

optimally spliced by the extant mtTyrRSs (An, Cp, Hc mtTyrRS and CYT-18), while the 
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ancestral mtTyrRS may have functioned in splicing different unknown group I introns, 

which may no longer exist.  

4.5 Discussion 

Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs have evolved a role in group I intron splicing in 

addition to the aminoacylation of mitochondrial tRNATyr. They, therefore, provide a good 

model system in which to investigate the development of a new function by an essential 

enzyme, as well as the transition of group I introns from self-splcing to protein 

dependence. Previous studies suggested that Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs developed their 

additional group I intron splicing function during or after the divergence of 

Pezizomycotina and Saccharomycotina (Paukstelis and Lambowitz, 2008). To further 

examine the evolution of bifunctional Pezizomycotina mtTyrRSs, I worked in 

collaboration with Dr. Eric Gaucher laboratory at Georgia Tech. to examine the structure 

of reconstructed ancestral mtTyrRSs characterize them biochemically. My studies show 

that structural features, such as the insertions, of the Peziz.An protein are structurally 

similar to mtTyrRSs from extant organisms. Examination of the electrostatic surface 

potentials of the ancestral proteins showed that the intron-binding surface of the Peziz-

Sacch.An NTDs is basic. This basic surface may have enabled the ancestor of the two 

fungal subphylums, Pezizomycotina and Saccharomycotina, to non-specifically bind 

nucleic acids using a region opposite the tRNATyr-binding surface. This observation is 

consistent with the constructive neutral evolution scenario proposed in chapter 3.  

The data in chapter 3 suggested an evolutionary scenario where an initial non-

specific interaction between a self-splicing group I intron and the CTD of an ancestral 
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mtTyrRS became fixed when the intron gained mutations that made it dependent on the 

protein for splicing. It is possible that the basic surface of the Peziz-Sacch.An NTDs as 

well as the non-specific binding capability of the mtTyrRS CTD contributed to the initial 

non-specific interaction between the ancestral mtTyrRS and group I intron RNAs. Once 

the interaction between the intron and mtTyrRS was fixed, the mtTyrRS intron-binding 

surface further evolved to include structural adaptations (insertions) that enable specific 

binding and increased the efficiency of the splicing reaction. The Sacch.An protein, 

however, appears to have lost this basic surface which is consistent with the lack of 

insertions and inability of the S. cerevisiae mtTyrRS to splice group I introns.   

 Splicing assays showed that the reconstructed Peziz.An and Peziz-Sacch.An 

proteins were both incapable of splicing group I introns. While this is expected for the 

common ancestor of the two fungal subphylums, this was unexpected for the 

Pezizomycotina ancestor. This likely reflects differences between the ancestral mtTyrRSs 

and extant mtTyrRSs, which have co-evolved with extant group I introns. It may also 

reflect inaccuracies in the determination of the ancestral mtTyrRS protein sequences. 

Future experiments to further examine the evolutionary scenario proposed might include 

binding assays of the ancestral mtTyrRSs and deletion constructs to various intron RNAs. 

It would also be of interest to examine the binding properties of the ancestral mtTyrRS 

CTD. These assays would show if the Peziz-Sacch.An protein catalytic domain has non-

specific RNA binding properties. In depth analysis of the intron-binding side of the 

ancestral mtTyrRSs could also be conducted by determining the ancestral protein 

structures by X-ray crystallography. These studies might provide further insight and 
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evidence for the scenario of constructive neutral evolution of splicing activity by a 

mtTyrRS.   

4.6 Materials and methods 

4.6.1 Ancestral mtTyrRS homology models and recombinant plasmids 

Homology models were build using I-TASSER server with the structure of CYT-18 

(PDB ID: 1Y42) supplied as a template for structure building (Paukstelis et al., 2005; 

Roy et al., 2010). Coding sequences for the Pezizomycotina ancestor (Peziz.An) and the 

Pezizomycotin/Saccharomycotina (Peziz-Sacch.An) common ancestor were synthesized 

by GenScript USA Inc. with codon optimization for expression in E. coli. The coding 

sequences were supplied in a pUC57 vector and were sub-cloned into the BamHI and 

HindIII sites of the pMALc2t vector (Kristelly et al., 2003). The Peziz.An protein was 

expressed from pMALPeziz.An and the Peziz-Sacch.An was expressed from 

pMALPeziz-Sacch.An. The Peziz.An and Peziz-Sacch.An proteins expressed from the 

above plasmids have a TEV-protease cleavable N-terminal maltose-binding protein 

(MBP) tag. In order to get soluble Peziz-Sacch.An protein, in addition to the cleavable N-

terminal maltose-binding protein, an N-terminal leader sequence from S. cerevisiae 

mtTyrRS (residues 38 to 59) was added after the TEV protease cleavage site. Both 

ancestral protein constructs have a TEV cleavage site immediately following the MBP 

tag in order to cleave the affinity tag using the TEV protease after purification. Cleavage 

at the TEV site results in the addition of a glycine and serine to the N-terminal of 

Peziz.An and just a glycine to the Pezis-Sacch.An since the additional serine is part of the 

S. cerevisiae leader sequence. 
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4.6.2 Expression and purification of ancestral mtTyrRSs 

The ancestral proteins, Peziz.An and Peziz-Sacch.An, were transformed into E. coli 

BL21(DE3) cells (New England Biolabs), grown at 37oC until an OD600 of 0.8 was reached at 

which point the temperature was dropped to 22oC and expression induced by 0.5 mM IPTG. 

The cells were grown for 16 h with shaking at 260 rpm after which they were spun down and 

resuspended in 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 500 mM KCl and 10 %glycerol. The cells were 

lysed by incubation with 1 mg/ml lysozyme for 30 minutes on ice in the presence of 

cOmplete mini protease inhibitor tablets (Roche), followed by polyethelene (PEI) 

precipitation (0.5 % final). The PEI precipitation supernatant was run through an amylose 

affinity column (Amylose Resin High Flow, New England Biolabs) in buffer containing 25 

mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 500 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 10% glycerol followed 

by elution with 10 mM maltose. The MBP tag was then cleaved by incubation of the protein 

with TEV protease and 5 mM DTT overnight. The proteins were then further purified by 

heparin-sepharose chromatography (HiTrap™ heparin HP column, GE Healthcare Life 

Sciences) in buffer containing 300 mM KCl, 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 1 mM DTT and 1 mM 

EDTA and eluted with a salt gradient of 300 mM to 1.5 M KCl.  The final purification step 

involved a size exclusion column (HiLoadTM 16/60 SuperdexTM 200, GE Healthcare Life 

Sciences) run in buffer containing 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 200 mM KCl and 10% 

glycerol. The ancestral protein sequences ran on the size exclusion column as dimers 

indicating that they are very likely folding properly. For biochemical assays, the purified 

proteins were dialyzed into 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl and 50% glycerol for 

storage at -80oC. 
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4.6.3 Ancestral protein activity assays 

Tyrosyl-adenylation assays to measure protein activity were conducted as 

described in chapter 2. Briefly, 100 nM protein was incubated at 30°C in a 50-µl reaction 

containing 5 mM ATP, 100 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 144 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 2 mM 

DTT, 0.1 mg/ml BSA (New England Biolabs), 0.1 unit of yeast inorganic phosphatase 

(New England Biolabs) and 5 µCi of L-[3,5-3H]Tyrosine (53 Ci mmol-1, Amersham 

Biosciences Corp.).  Reactions were initiated by addition of the protein, followed by a 10 

min incubation and then terminated by diluting the reaction with 1 ml of reaction buffer 

and filtering the sample through a nitrocellulose membrane (Protran BA83, GE 

Healthcare). Radioactivity was measured by Beckman Coulter LS 6500 scintillation 

counter using Ready Protein scintillation cocktail (Beckman). 

Aminoacylation assays of the ancestral proteins were done as described earlier in 

chapter 3 with protein concentrations normalized to tyrosyl-adenylation activity. 

Reactions containing 100 nM protein and 6 µM E. coli tRNATyr (Sigma-Aldrich) were 

incubated in 100 mM KCl, 15 mM MgCl2, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 5 mM ATP and 10 

mM L-tyrosine (a 1:10 mixture of L-[3,5-3H]Tyrosine and cold L-tyrosine). Reactions 

were incubated at 30oC and initiated by addition of protein. Time points were taken up to 

60 min by terminating reactions by precipitation with 0.2 ml of 10% trichloroacetic acid 

and 20 mM sodium pyrophosphate. Reactions were incubated on ice for 10 min prior to 

filtration through Whatman 3MM filter paper to collect precipitates. Reactions were 

washed 3 times with 5% trichloroacetic acid and 20 mM sodium pyrophosphate, washed 
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with 2 ml 95% ethanol, dried, and quantified by using a Beckman Coulter LS 6500 

scintillation counter.  

4.6.4 Ancestral protein splicing assays 

 Splicing assays of Peziz.An, Peziz-Sacch.An and CYT-18 were conducted with 

32P-labeled precursor Nc ND1m and An mt LSU group I introns as described in chapter 3. 

Briefly, 200 nM intron RNAs were incubated with 500 nM protein in a 12.5 µl reaction 

containing 100 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mg/ml 

BSA and 10% glycerol. Reactions were incubated on ice for 10 min followed by 5 min at 

reaction temperature to allow for protein-RNA complex formation. Splicing reactions 

were initiated by addition of 1 mM GTP-Mg2+ and terminated after 60 min by adding 50 

mM EDTA. The reactions were phenol-CIA extracted to remove protein and 10 µl of 

sample mixed with 10 µl of gel loading dye. Samples were analyzed by electrophoresis in 

a denaturing 4% polyacrylamide gel, which was dried and quantified with a 

PhosphorImager.  
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Fungal Subphylum Species 

Saccharomycotina 

Zygosaccharomyces rouxii 
Candida glabrata 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
Ashbya gossypii 

Lachancea thermotolerans 

l 
Kluyveromyces lactis 

 
Candida dubliniensis 

Candida albicans 
Candida tropicalis 

Candida guilliermondii 
Candida lusitaniae 

Pichia stipitis 
Debaryomyces hansenii 

Pichia pastoris 

Pezizomycotina 

Aspergillus flavus 

As 
Aspergillus terreus 

Aspergillus fumigatus 
Neosartorya fischeri 
Aspergillus clavatus 

Aspergillus niger 
Penicillium marneffei 
Talaromyces stipitatus 

Histoplasma capsulatum 
Ajellomyces dermatitidis 

Paracoccidioides brasiliensis 
Coccidioides posadasii 
Botryotinia fuckeliana 

Sclerotinia sclerotiorum 
Neurospora crassa 

Sordaria macrospora 
Podospora anserina 

Chaetomium globosum 
Gibberella zeae 

Nectria haematococca 
Magnaporthe grisea 

Stagonospora nodorum 
Pyrenophora tritici-repentis 

 
Table 4.1:  List of mtTyrRS protein sequences used in reconstruction of ancestral 
mtTyrRS sequences.  
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 C-score TM-score 

Peziz.An 0.60 0.79 ± 0.09 
Sacch.An - 0.22 0.68 ± 0.12 

Pezizo-Sacch.An 0.37 0.76 ± 0.10 
 

Table 4.2: Homology model scores  
 
 Scores for the homology models of the Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS ancestor 
(Peziz.An), the Saccharomycotina mtTyrRS ancestor (Sacch.An), and the 
Pezizomycotina-Saccharomycotina common ancestor (Peziz-Sacch.An) as reported by I-
TASSER (Roy et al., 2010). The C-score is a confidence score that ranges from -5 to 2 
with a higher number indicating better quality of the predicted model. The TM-score is a 
measure of the structural similarity between models with a score > 0.5 signifying a 
correct model and a score < 0.17 signifying random similarity. The ancestral protein 
homology models have high scores providing confidence in the final models.  
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Figure 4.1: Ancestral mtTyrRSs domain architecture.  
 

Ancestral protein sequence were reconstructed for the Saccharomycotina 
mtTyrRS ancestor (Sacch.An), the Pezizomycotina mtTyrRS ancestor (Peziz.An) and the 
Pezizomycotina-Saccharomycotina ancestor (Peziz-Sacch.An). (A) A simplified 
cladogram shows the relationship of the ancestral mtTyrRS proteins to each other. 
Species used are listed in Table 4.1. (B) Domain architecture of Pezizomycotina and 
Saccharomycotina mtTyrRSs compared to ancestral mtTyrRSs. Regions conserved in 
TyrRSs are colored in black, Pezizomycotina insertions in magenta, Saccharomycotina 
insertions in green and the Peziz-Sacch.An insertions in white. The mitochondrial 
targeting sequence (MT) is yellow while the C-terminal extensions are blue. The 
Peziz.An protein contains the H0 extension (H0) and all five insertions (Ins 1-5), while 
the Sacch.An and Peziz-Sacch.An proteins only have insertion 1, which is not 
homologous to the Pezizomycotina Ins 1.  
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Figure 4.2: Sequence alignment of ancestral mtTyrRSs. 
  

A sequence alignment of the Pezizomycotina (Peziz.An), Saccharomycotina 
(Sacch.An), and Pezizomycotina-Saccharomycotina (Peziz-Sacch.An) ancestral proteins 
to the N. crassa CYT-18 and S. cerevisiae mtTyrRS created using MUSCLE (Edgar, 
2004).  
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Figure 4.3: Ancestral mtTyrRS homology models.  
 
 Homology models of the Pezizomycotina (Peziz.An), Saccharomycotina 
(Sacch.An), and Pezizomycotina-Saccharomycotina (Peziz-Sacch.An) ancestral proteins 
built using I-TASSER. The Peziz.An protein has an H0 extension and five insertions (Ins 
1-5), which are highlighted in magenta in the structure. The only insertion in the 
Sacch.An and Peziz-Sacch.An protein is at the position of Ins 1 and is also highlighted in 
magenta. The S. cerevisiae N-terminal leader sequence which was required for 
expression of the Peziz-Sacch.An protein is shown in green in the Peziz-Sacch.An 
structure.            
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Figure 4.4: Electrostatic surface potentials of mtTyrRSs. 
 
 A comparison of the electrostatic surface potentials of the N-terminal domain 
intron-binding surface of various (mt)TyrRSs calculated by APBS using PyMOL (Baker 
et al., 2001). Blue indicates basic regions and red indicates acidic regions. (A) CYT-18 
(PDB ID: 1Y42) has a basic surface on the intron binding site of the protein while the 
bacterial TyrRSs from (B) E. coli (PDB ID: 1X8X) and (C) G. stearothermophilus (PDB 
ID: 2TS1) lack this basic surface (Brick et al., 1989; Kobayashi et al., 2005; Paukstelis et 
al., 2005). The Pezizomycotina ancestor (Peziz.An) has a basic intron-binding surface 
while the Saccharomycotina ancestor (Sacch.An) does not, consistent with the splicing 
capabilities of the two fungal subphylums. Interestingly, the Pezizomycotina-
Saccharomycotina ancestor (Peziz-Sacch.An) has a basic surface along the intron binding 
side of the protein suggesting that it may have been predisposed to bind and interact with 
nucleic acids.  
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Figure 4.5: Ancestral mtTyrRS activity assays.  
 

 Assays to test the ability of Pezizomycotina (Peziz.An) and 
Pezizomycotina-Saccharomycotina (Peziz-Sacch.An) ancestral proteins to (A) form 
tyrosyl-adenylate and (B) aminoacylate tRNATyr. The tyrosyl-adenylation assay showed 
that the ancestral proteins are active with a stoichiometry close to one mol tyrosyl-
adenylate per mol protein dimer for CYT-18 and Sacch.An and a stoichiometry of 0.22 
mol tyrosyl-adenylate per mol protein dimer for Peziz.Sacch.An. The aminoacylation 
assays indicate that the ancestral proteins were also capable of aminoacylating E. coli 
tRNATyr. Bar graphs of the tyrosyl-adenylation and aminoacylation assay show the 
average value of three experiments with error bars indicating the standard deviation.   
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Figure 4.6: Ancestral mtTyrRS group I intron splicing assays.  
 

The splicing assays show that the ancestral proteins, unlike CYT-18, are not 
capable of splicing the N. crassa ND1m or the A. nidulans mt LSU group I introns. 
Splicing assays were done at three temperatures (25°C, 30°C and 37°C) and two salt 
concentrations (25 mM and 100 mM KCl). Abbreviations: E1-E2, ligated exons; E1-I, 5’ 
exon + intron; I, excised intron; I-E2, intron + 3’ exon; P, precursor RNA.   
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